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FOREW0A6

Colleges today are required to make optimal use of their resources. A largely untapped
resource in most communities is the vast pool of retired persons. These persons have a lifetime
of experience and accumulated expertise to conttibute to educational institutions. Whether
volunteering to aSskt instructors in working with students or to contribute to the support services
of the college, retired persons can enrich the,educational process.

The retired persons also benefit from their involvement by the sense of well being that
comes from making meaningful contributions to others..

This resource handbook will provide colleges that wish to implement a retirees volunteer
program the guidelines and technical assistance to do so.

Appreciation is expressed to Catharine Warm lirod, ASSERT Project Director, and-to other
National Center project staff, site persOnnel, and advisory cOmmittee members whose contributions
to the project are reflected in this handbook.

Rot At E4Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in.Vocational Education

xii
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PREFACE

This handbook is part of the techni4 assistance materials prepared for Project ASSERT
(Activity to Support tAe Strengthening of Education through Retired Technicians), a demonstration
project sponsored by the Administration on Aging, Office of Human Development Services. The
content of the resource handbook is designed to enable colleges to implemerat programs using
retired person's as volunteers to enrich the educational process.

Each section contains information and guidelines to be followed from determining feasibility
on through theorocess to evaluation and renewal. Activities to be conducted both in the college
and in the community are described. To illustrate points made, examples of experiences at the
two college demonstration sites are included. At the end of each program component section,
resource materials are provided.

It is hoped that this book will facilitate colleges to benefit from the talent and technical
expertise available from retired persons, and that the retirees will also benefit from the experience.

Catharine P. Warmbrod
Project Director, ASSERT
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PROJECT ASSERT

This Handbook was developed and produced through Project ASSERT, a two-year demon
stration program funded by the Administratioo on Aging, ASSERT (Activity to Support the
Strengthening of Education through Retired Technicians) was designed to mobilize retirees from
technical occupations to become voluntary support personnel to strengthen occupational, technical,
and.career education,

R-ationale: Why,Retirees and Why Volunteers?

Statistics'show that r3eoole are living longer, healthier lives. One in nine olcler Americans is
sixty-five or older.lf this trend, dubbed the "graying of America" continues, by the year 2000
one in every eight Americans will be sixty-five or older. At the same time sptistics show that most
older Americans are not continuing-to participate in the work force. In 1970, only 20 percent of
men sixty-five or older continued to vvorkrfthese two sets of statistics suggest that there is an
ever-increasing pool of highly qualified iildividuais Who have retired. This pool constibtes an
enormous reserve of human resources that are virtually being wasted.

The word "retirement" connotts an impression of relaxation, a disengagement from productive
activity. This association is often made because people consider retirement the point at which a
person is no longer able to contribute to production because of a diminished physical capability.
However, as the recent legislation raising the compulsory age of rdtirement to age seventy demon-
strates; the figure used is rather arbitrary. The practiceulsory retiremerft was established
with the passage of the Social Security Act in 1935, a tlt. of high unemployment. Compulsory
retirement was an effort to alleviate pressure on the labor market by removing'persont sixty-five
and older from the labor force and guaranteeing them an income. Older workers were eliminated
from the labor force to make room for younger workers, not because they were too olcl and weak
to work. The long contribution of older workers was seen as,the justification for their support
by the very economy of vhich they were a part.

Retirement, however, has carried with it a meaning it may have acquired before it becArne a
social policy. ln earher times, people did not retire until they were too weak to do anything. Thus,

' retirement was a time of disengagement from active society. Today's arbitrary retirement policy
coupled with good medical care, educational opportunities, and.a decent standard of living have
created a new populatiOn capable of being active past retirement. These people, in fact, often seek
contributory, productive roles to remtace the ones they lost when Ow left their jobs.

Volupteer work, has become one possible outlet for retirees who wish to continue active
pursuits. Common reactions to voluntet work are either that it is routine, boring work that
requires a big heart and little skill or that it is work for which someone should_be paid. How, then,
can a retiree find a replacement for,a career of work in a volunteer job?

To begin with, volunteer positions can be substantive, meaningful positions. Particularly during
a time of budget cuts,, there are numerous jObs an institution needs done that require the expertise

1



of someone skilled m ail rime, but for which no funds are available. These might be jobs that are
not ordinarily apart of institutional operations, but jobs that can serve the institufion well. The71,-
may not even be jobs that require full time attention. Nevertheless, they are worthy jobs that can
provide the worker.with a great deal of satisfaction.

In addition, other elements of volunteer work make it appealing to a re.tiree. It is lexible.
Free from the con .nts set by employers who control salaries, volunteers can exert more control
over the-hours of t b, the length of time in the job, and the duties they perfitirm on the job. A
person who has retired might find this freedom a very nice change from the work world. Volunteers1
can OA derive satisfaction from the job and yet can set the terms on which they will work.

Justifying a. Retired Technician Volunteer Program

As was notet1 previodsly, the rationale for implementing a volunteer program in a college is
not difficult to present on philosophical grounds. There seems to be a ready supply of retirees
with expertise who ate seeking contributory, productive volunteer roles: The only factors that
might deter tapping this potential are the cost and effort required to develop a program.

In older to justify a program it is necessary to establish that the benefits outweigh the costs.
Several argurfients can be made to support the assertion that the overall value of having volunteers
far exceeds the costs of obtaining them.

Th'rough volunteer assistwce, arAtitution can expand and enrich its services far beyond
those it performs relying on paid.staf f. An insV-tution can attract and deOloy highly skilled
individuals on a much larger scale through a vciluntev program than it could through a hiring
campaign. MultipLying volunteer hours contributed by minimum wage (which is less than profes-
sional staff .would normally be paid) can provide a sense of the savings. Volunteers are worth far
more than the estimated sum, howeveL as they will 'be meeting needs and contributing greatly to
the institution.

By instituting a retired technician volunteer program, colleges can solidify their position
vis a-vis older people in the community. They have literally invited older people to campus. Some
of these people who for one reason or another ad not feel the college had much to offer them
way change their attitudes. They may come t6the college as volunteers and then enroll. These new
students may tell their friends about the opportunity. The college would then tap a new source of
students through the program.

The college as,an institution serving the community may also look a instituting g prógram
from the perspective bf the volunteers. By offering the opportunity to participate in substantive
volunteer roles, the college is providing a service to the older people in the community. The
program gives the volunteers a chance to use their leisure time constructively, leading to an
improVed sense of well being that has a positive effect on the mental outlook of the volunteers.
Other volunteer programs have noted such changes in their participants.

While reasons such as those just discussed may generate some thought on initiating a volunteer
program, the ultimate justification must be demonstrated need for additional personnel.



'Operating Project ASSERT

The project objectives were:

To identify the extent to which retired technicians are beim, used as resources in
occupational, technical,find career education end training programs.

To identify materials currently,being used in volunteer programs,and use these resource
materiqls, in developing a set-of preliminary guidelines on the recruitment, training, and
involvement of retired techricians in roles to strengthen occupational education and
training jirogranis.

To ins411 retiied, technician volunteer programs in two community colleges in collabora-
tion with.thelFletired Senior Volunteer Program, agencies on aging, and other community
organizations.'

To' develop vehicles for the di'ssemination of methods for recruiting, training, and using
retired individuals possessiqg craft and technical -skills in volunteer rples inan inter-
generatidniil enAhronment to strengthen occupational, technical, and career education
and human resource development.

.

The two institUtions that housed the volunteer program during the Project ASSERT demon,
stration were University College of the University of Cincinnati in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Sinclair
Community College in Dayton, Ohio. The criteria used for selecting these two cotleges'were that
they be in afturban area-with a variety of industries, offer vocational education programs, havu
previous involVerrient end interest in serying older people, and have adequate staff and interest to
accomplish the'project's objectives. An additional and very important criterion used in selecting
the sites wes the commitment Of the local)Retired Senior Volunteer Programs since it was antici-
pated that the colleges would rely to soma extent on the assistance of these agencies.

Approximately forty volunteers were placed at the two sites. Example 1 displays the volun-
teers' background and the positions they held. As can be seen from the list, a wide variety of
volunteer positions were develOped.

The colleges provided a unique setting for the volunteer program in that the number of
possible positions a volunteer could hold was nOt limited. Virtually.no conditions were placed on
the type of jobs the volunteers would be recruited tb do. Naturally,.situations in which a volunteer
would be doing what was normally a paid job Were eliminated from the range of possible jobs,
but no other restraint was exercised.

No one kind of volunteer job emerged as beinmost successful. Me key ingredient for suCcess
seemed to be the quality of the relationship between the volunteers and their staff supervisors. All
the faculty who participated in the program felt that.they accomplished what they hoped having
a volunteer would enable them to do.

Faculty goals for the volunteers fell into basically four categories. These were for the volun-
teers to take over their regular duties, to perform tasks/services'that would not have othirwise
,been pr&ided, to tell students more about the world of work, and to teach students specific skills.
Example 2 matches the.faculty goals with the jobs the volUnteers performed.

The, contents of this Handbook are a reflection of the material search that was conducted and
the demonstration program that 'was operated. References tire made to the site activities throughout
the Handbook to illustrate general points made in the text. Samples of materials developed for and
used at the demonstration sites are also included.
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Example 1

PROJECT ASSERT VOt:UNTEERS

z

\Volunteer

Frank Rusiell

Mel Sussman

Lillian Sternberg

Lucille McMullen

Louis Ehrenfeld

Aobert Eagen

Joe Mendohlson

Edward Reich

Philip Driscoll

Ed Markel

Sam Levy

Lloyd Johnson

Grandma Green

Sevillia Jes
la,vretice Foyle

J. H. Halderman

Jack Grimm

.20 RSVP Volunteers

Background,

Mail Court!,

Mechanical Ehgineer

Gift Shop Owner

Dietician

Val ied Management

Public Relations

Business Management

Accountani

Dean of Admissions,
,Brandeis University

Lawyer

Adver tising

Music instructor

Food Service Worker-
*

Nurse

Adver tising

Human Relations

Management

U.C. University of Cincinnati
S.C.C. Sinclair Community College
C.T.C. Cincinnati Technical College

111

Position LocetiQn

Assists Swimming Instiuctor U.C.

Surveys Nonreturning SWdents U.C.

Assists Field Placement of
Social Work Studerets

Consults on Development of
Technology Curriculum'

itiques Technical Writing

Critiques Technical Writing

Recruits Volunteers

Does Posting in Financial
Management Delkittfrent

Follows up Suspended Student

Acts as Resource Person for
Secretarial Program

Assists Recruitment Specialist

Supervises Piano Lab

Works in Day Care Center

Works in Day Care Center

Assists Public Relations Dept.

Assists Financial Management Dept.

Assists in Developing and
Solidifying Programs for Elderly

Assisted Evaluation

U.C.

U.C.

U.C.

U.C.

C. T.C.

U.C.

U.C..

U.C.

S.C.C.

S.C.C.

S.C.C.

S.C.C.

S.C.C.

S.C.C.

U.C.

4
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Example 2
VOLUNTEER SERVICES MEETING FACULTY GOALS

Faculty Goal

.. to take ovqr some activities, thereby
allowing someone the chance to work on
more crucial things.

, to teach students specific skills.

... to teach students more about the
real world. /

... to perform tasks/services that would
not otherwise have been provided.

Other goals: to give the college
more presence in the field to cut cósts.

Volunteer Job

Assisting Dean of Admissions by contacting susporded
students regarding reenrollment

Supervising social service technology students in
field internship

Aiding swimming classes

Conducting follow-up survey of non-returning students

Assisting swimming instructor to help students feel
comfortable in water

Providing office-style dictation fo secretarial class

Helping social service students develop resunkes

Conveying information about reentry to suspended
students

1Talking to suspended students about life goals

Helping students understand criteria for employment
in business

Giving students an idea of how legal secretaries
operate in a corporation

Creating a better understanding of problems of
older people

Responding to student Job letters and resumes from
the standOoint of .sorrtaone who had read many

Providing opportunity for young children to interact
with older person on a regular basis

Supervising piano lab

Conducting survey for which the supervisor did not'
have time

Providing business-like situations in class

Giving students individual attention

Establishing one-to-one relationships with students
in the field

is,



THE RESOURCE HANDBOOK

material in the Resource Handbook is organized by brogram components. Eight major
mponents were identified: Determine Program Feasibility, Commit to Operate Program, Plan

the Program, Generate Acvareness, Put the Program in Place, Recruit and Place Volunteers, Monitor
and Promote the Program, and Evaluate and Renew. For each of these components there is row
of activities that need to be performed. There is a section in the Handbook for each eompo ent
that discusses in detail theactivities associated with it.

The information presented in the Handbook is summarized by Figure 1 on page 8. It out
lines the activities of the program and organizes them in a logical progression. A static diagram
such as the flow chart is deceptive in that it does not illustrate the simultaneous and continuous
flow of events very well. A. timetable is provided by Figure 2 on page 9 to describe more
accurately the layering of volunteer program operations. Neithervf these diagrams are a substitute
for reading the material in the*Handbook. They are provided simply to orient the reader to the
information and manner in which it is organized.i .

The reader will notd that the flow chart is divided into activSies for "community" and
"institution." This division reflects the dual focus of a volunteeisprogram. In order to recruit

. volunteers, the institution must reach out into the community. This may mean developing new
contacti and breaking new ground. The person who handles the program must work wittx the
community and operate the program withinlhe institution simul,taneously. Indications from the
ASSERT demonstration were that the community and institution activities were distinct enough
to merit their separation for the sake of discussion and emphasis. For purposes of this Handbook,
community and institutio will be separated. However, in the daily operations of a volunteer
program, the activities ble d.

7 4



Figre,1

PROGRAM tROGRESSION FLOW CHART

Community

1. Identify existing programs/
agencies

2. Assess local programs'
services

4

Program
Components

DETERMINE

PROGRAM

FEASMILITY

1 Negotiate working
agreements with local
agencies

1. Operate promotional
campaign

1. Continue to operate
promotional campaign

=r1/

Continue promotional
campaign

COMMIT
TO

OPE RATE
PROGRAM

411 THE

PROGRAM

GENERATE

AWARENESS

.4e4 NT' THE
PROGRAM

IN
PLACE

RECRUIT
AND

PLACE
VOLUNTEERS

1. Continue promotional
campaign

4.

.1. Assess promotional and
recruitment activities

a

MONITOR
AND

PROMOTE
THE

PROGRAM

EVALUATE

AND

RENEW

8

Institution

1. Identify ardas of need
2. Meltsure institt&tional support
3. Detitrmine availability of

resous
:

*or'

(

1. Hire staff
2. Place in institution

1. Establish goals and
objectives

2. Review current and past
institutional practices

1. lnform faculty/staff/students
of opportunity

2. Develop job descriptions

1. Establish program policies
and procedures

2. Design orientation faculty/
staff/volunteers

3. Adjust environment for -
older people

1. Follow up faculty and staff
regarding yplunteer jobs

2. Screen andiselect volunteers
3. Place volunteers
4. Orient volunteers, -

1. Mediate staff-volunteer
relationships

2. Maintain morale

-9

1. Plan the evaluation
2. I4entify data needed to

evaluate program
3. Design data collection

instruments
4. Conduct evaluation

, 6. Analyze data
6. Renew funding or locate

new funds



Figure 2

TIMETABLE: FIRST EIGHTEEN MONTHS OP
PROGRAM PLANNING AND OPERATION

Month No. 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 Mr-

Suggested Cycle Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sap Oct Nov Dac Jan Fob Mar Apr May Jun

,4

V

i

.-

.

..

4

DE TE RMINE

PROGRAM
FE Asp LI TV

COMMIT TO
ORE HA T E

PROGRAM 4 .

PLAN
THE

PROGRAM

GENERATE

AWARENESS

PUT THE
PROGRAM
IN PLACE

RECRUIT
AND PLACE
VOLUNTEERS

MONITOR AND
PROMOTE THE
PROGRAM

EVALUATE
AND ,
RENEW

.
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Community

11,

1. Identify existing programs/
agencies

2. Ass s local programs'
servi s

Program
Components

DETERMINE

110
PROGRAM

VEASIBILITY

11
f.

Institutibn

1. Identify areas of need
2. Measyre institutional ,support
3. Determine availability of

resources
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DETERMINE PROGRAM FEASIBILITY

ke-

Befor'e even thinking about operating a volunteer program, an institution should first explow
whether or not it i feasible. Is there a clear need tor Such a program? Could sfich a program be
suppor ted, both philosophically arnl fiseally?

Institution

Identify Afeds of Need

Norloybt the original idea and eventual planning of a volunteer program begins with .sorne
vague sense of need. T he institution feels that it can use additional personnel to mrich its program
or feels.that It should offer some SerVICe to the older population. Such vague needs must be more
clearly identified to determine whether there is actually a place for volunteers in the institution.

Unless there is real need, there is,no reason to operate a volunteer program. Although volun
teens work without pay, the volunteer pr ogram does cost something. It costs money for overhead,
of flee supplies, clerical suppor t, and a coordinator 's salar y. It also "costs" the time and effort
required to recruit, tram, and supervise the volunteers. If the volunteer program is responding to
real, demonstrated needs and volunteers are involved in productive, necessary tasks, the time and
monetary commitment will seem minimal. But if the volunteers are brought in on the! basis of
goodwill alone without a clear concept of meeting needs, the time and money required may seem
burdensome and commitments may quickly, dissolve,

By instituting a volunteer program, the college will be 'laining additional personnel who have
expertise in a particular technology as well as knowledge of the world of work. However, identity
jog places where such additional personnel can be used is no easy task.

A major hurdle to cross in initially developing and operating a volunteer program is to get
staff menthers to think about using volunteers. To assess the feasibility of avolunteer program,
however, staff must be stimulated to think of their needs and translate these into possible volunteer
jobs. Example 3 presents an exercise that could be used with staff members to help them establish
their needs.

The needs identified by the staff will serve as the basis for proceeding with the volunteer
program. It should be noted, however, that not all.needs can be translated into volunteer jobs. In
determining whether there is sufficient need evidenced to develop a volunteer program, the
institution should keep jri mind the nature of volunteer work. Under no circumstances should
volunteers belexpected to perform work for which someone is normally paid. NOt only would this
be unethical, but it may create animosities in paid staff and may cause volunteers to feel that the
institution is taking advantage of them.

13
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EXamit 3

EXERCISE TO STIMULATE STAFF CREATIVITY

the following activities can help staff membeis to assess the need for voluottnas.

A Have staff mentbets prepate a list of activities they do-dui ing a typical woik day.
Have them place a check matk beside those items that they feel take up their time
but do not !sally iequile the baining and expel tise that they taing to then job.

B Have staff membeis prepartt a list of items that begin with the lament, "If I hail
the time, money, 01 staff I would .N.."

C. Have staff 'members identify ste vices they feel the college could (Oki piovided they
had people with the 1!ght expertise.

Once they have completed these lists, ask the staff nwmbeis to ieview them, Of the checked items on
list A, ask them to identify those that they could entrust to a voluntem. Flom list B:ask them to
identify those items that they coukl aycomplish with the assistance of a volunteer, Then, ask each
staff member to write job titles foi the activities h om both lists they felt went applopliate foi a
volunteer

Measure Inst,tutIonal Support

The lack of institutional support 'has been mentioned as one of the mos/ common causes for
the failure of a volunteer program. In studying feasibility, checks should be made to determine
whether ihe institution can support the program on both philosophical and financial levels.

The mis'sion statement of the institution should pravide the preliminary guide for deciding,
philosophical acceptance. Actual acceptance of volunteer programs, however, relies upon human
commitmkt. Volunteers will depend on personnel in the institution to direct them toward work
that is meaningful and productive. To be able to use volunteers effectively, staff members musot
accept the volunteers. However, the decision to use volunteers is often made by a person who will
not actually be working with volunteers. The staff is presented with a fait accompli without ever
being asked its opinion.

There is potential for resentment on the part of staff members regarding a volunteer program.
They may feel put upon and view supervising a volunteer as yet another responsibility to add to
the many they already have. They might also feel threatened by the volunteers by thinking that
volunteers who come in and work for no pay siiminish the value of their wqrk.

It is important to determine the level of staff acc,eptance when studying feasibility. It often is
difficult;though, to differentiate between avowed support and true commitment. For any number
of reasons, people may respond in a §ocially desirable or politically expedient manner when asked
whether they support a concept. However, when the responsibility of participating in a program
becomes reality, many of the "supporters" lose their enthusiasm.

Here are some suggestions for getting beyond lip service support and establishinglt better
sense of "real" support:

14



1. Measure support et .the same tinle needs are assessed. Staff members willing to
participate in a needs identification exercise may be more likely to support the program
than those wao are unwilling.

2. Distribute in statt mailboxes a description of the program and a series of questions about
attitudes towards having a volunteer program. An instrument developed for such use at
the Project ASSERT test sites can be found in the Resource Materials at the end of this
section. Example 4 describes one test site's approach to polling faculty opinion,

,
3. Take care not to dienate staff members with long questionnaires and other more or less,

s impersonal methods. Staff members may need sive gentle coaxing and may respond
hest to a low key approach. Personal contact aAorkformal gatherings with smaller
numbers of staff may be more effective than mass Mailings.

4. Finally, do not otpect that every staff member will waht to support the program and be -
prepared to have a volunteer. Some reticent staff members may be convinced only by a
success story. Thus, it may be sufficient to target staff members who are more likely to
be symptathe.tie to the program and hope to develop more support as the program grows.

Example 4

WHAT DOES THE STAFF THINK?

Sinclair Comrnunit Ilege distributed a survey to its department chairpersons.
Project coordinators selected tki& roupliecause of the control they felt the chairperson had
over departmental activities. To have any chance for success, it was essential that these
individuals support the concept of a volunteer program. The response of the chairpersons to
the survey was strongly positive, so the college felt comfortablp in moving ahead with the
program. Had the response been negative, the college could have used the survey answers to
determine the reason for the opposition and perhaps have worked with the chairpersons to
change their attitudes.

f/-

Determine Availability of Resources

Determining financial feasibility must begin by outlining the resources needed to operate the
program. Resources can fall into four general categories: human, material, financial, and
organizational.

Human resources ate fairly self-explanatory. They are the peoplethe volunteers, staff to
work with volunteers, and someone to coordinate the volunteer 'program in the institution. Material
resources are such things as transportation, meals for volunteers, office supplies, record keeping
materials, promotional materials, orientation and training materials, awards or certificates of merit,
etc. Financial resources are thOse things that cover the cost of operating the program and may be
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'either dollars in4cind contributions, or both. Organizational resources are administrative capabilities
and facilities for operating the program.

For each of these resources an assessment needs to be made as to whether it is currently
available at the institution, nAcurrently availahle at the institution but obtainable froni an out-
side source, or not currently available anywhere and must be developed. After the resources have
been catalogued, a budget should be formulated to reflect the costs of obtaining those resources
that niust come feom an outside source, developing those that are not available, and maintaining
those available at the institution:Example 5 displays softie items that might be found in a budget.

Example 5

SUGGESTED BUDGET LINE ITEMS

BUDGET

Volunteer Coordinator 's Salary
Fringe Benefits for Coordinator
Of f ice Supplies

Educational Resource Materials
Clerical Help
Reimbursement for Volunteer: Meals and fosportation
Publicity Costs
Local Travel to Recruit Volunteers
Cost of Staff and Volunteer Awards Plaques, Dinners \
Telephone
Postage

Printing

The budget should be reviewed to see whether the institution can support the cost of
operating the program. The institution may be able to absorb part of the cost and may benefit
from some in-kind contributions of services. But, there may be costs which cannot be absorbed by
the institution or covered by in-kind contributions. These will have to be covered by ourtside
funding. Some local options are nonprofit organizations such as the United Way, government units
such as the Area Agency on Aging, or even businesses. Tax laws allow businesses to invest 5 percent
of their excess profits in community services, so it is possible that businesses could help support a
program, particulZy if it benefits their retirees.

Funds for developing a new program may also be available at the state or federal level.
Investigate the laws that support innovative programmiqg in highw education or services for the
aging. A`catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance, published by the Government Printing Office,
is a good source of information on sources of subport and eligibility. The Federal Register also
contains announcements regarding the availability of federal funds. Both documrts are available
in libraries.
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A further Source of funding is private foundations. The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation has
a strong interest in promoting the untapped retources of the elderly. Other foundations that may
be of 'assistance can be located in the DirectorY of Foundations. This document can also be found .
in most libraries.

r-
Most of the outside sources of funds will be seed money and available only for the-first year or

two of operation. This limited financing should be taken into account in assessing financial feasibility.
An institution that has few funds to commiit to operating a Volunteer program and muse rely on
temporary funding from outside sources must think in terms of future availability. That is, can
funds be diverted to the volunteer program once it proves to be successful? institutions have a

responsibility to the volunteers to consider the future of the program. Thus, jf it seems unlikely that
money beyond seed grants will be available, it may not be feasible to start a program.

Cornmunity

Identify Existing Programs/Agencies

A study of program feasibility should irwlude a review of community programs for the elderly.
This review should be done as a precaution to avoid duplicating any existing programs. It should
also be done to catalogue possible sources of assistance.

There would be no reason for an institution to initiate a program when an existing program
could serve it as well. It also would be very difficult for the institution to succeed at the progr.im if
4Ther Ties felt threatened.

To conduct a community survey, it is best to begiv by thinking in terms of the target popula-
tion of volunteers and by systematically identifying various agencies serving their interests. A
teview of some of the following types of agencies is appropriate: older volunteer programs, agencies
serving the aging (including social, health, welfare, and financial institutions), retirement organiza-
tions and homes, trade unions or-professional organizations, or religious organizations. Example 6
lists agencies and organizations that are typically found in communities,.

A key organization to contact is the Area Agency on Aging. As the designated planning and
ilcoordinating body for he college's region, its job is to be aware of the multitude of programs

serving the older popul tion..Listings of various agencies and a description of their services are
usually available froT the Area Agency on Aging. These lists are readily obtainable and can elimi-
nate most of the vviokk of identifying agencies to contact regarding the Volunteer program.

Assess Local Awncy/Program Services

As community services are being identified they should be catalogued in some way to indicate
their usefulness for particular facets of the program operation. It may be beneficial to enter into
working agreements with some services while other services should just be informed of the program
and encouraged to send people to it. -

For example, the college may develop a list of organizations to approach for speaking engage-
ments. Places'such as churches, senior citizen housing units, senior citizens' centers, and professional
organizations may be good sources of audiences for information about the program. Other organiza-
tions, such as the RSVP and the Voluntary Action Center, may be better equipped to work for the
program and so could e approached to assist the college in its effort.
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In assessing agenciest services, generating awareness and interest in the program is ail inevitable
Qutcome. Qare should be exercised, however, not to arouse too much excitement, until the insti
tution is preiiafed to tap it. At the feasibility stage, there is still a possibility that the program will
not materialize or that it will take a much longer time to implement than was originally expected.
In the early phases, the institeition will be bui).ding credibility in its new undertaking. It needs the
acceptance of those agencies with experienceand reputation in the area. These agencies can lend
credence to the effort by encouraging their clients to take advantage of ft. Thus, until the college
is certain,that it can follow through with its program plans, it should maintain a low posture with
legvl to the agencies. It is dt sirable to contact them and share the idea, but best to postpone
suggesting working arrangements until it is clear that the program will operate.



Example 6

AGENCIES THAT CAN HELP

i .
Area Agencies on Aging: These are sub state regional plarming units iat usually serve multi-county

areas. They were established by the 19/3 Amendments to the Older Amer cans Act of 1905 and form the
third tier of the aging network created by the Act. They are primarily a ordinatipg Llody. They do not
actually provide direct services but rather manage the service providers in their dSga. They do fund some
activities directly, the most common being a transportation system for the older adults in the area. They
would be a good source of information on et vices in the area.

Retired Senior Volunteer Programs: hese programs arrange'volunteer placements for people sixty
years of age and older. These programs prov de volunteef door-toodoor insurance coveragi) and reimbursement
for meals and transportation. These programs cater mostly to nontraditional volunteers, those who are
unskilled and have not traditionally volunteered in the past. Arrangements can be made with them to refer
volunteers to the college's volunteer program. In order to do this, the college must become a volunteer
station for RSVP and sign a memotandum of understanding wiih them.

,Voluntary Action Center: These agencies dovot cater specifically to older adults, but do serve them.
They serve as community clearinghouses tor information on volunteer opportunities. They also provide
information ori operating volunteer programs. They.can also serve as afeferral agency for the institutiort:s
volunteer program.

Multi-purpose Senior Centers: Senior Centers house a variety of programs. tot Older adults in the
community. They serve as a central meeting place, usually offering an array of sOcial and educational
lactivities. as well as acting as a clearinghouse for services, such as hot meals and counseling. These centers,
as places where older adults congregate, can provide a good source of recruits for a volunteer program.

County Offices on Aging: These units sponsor services for the older adult population in their
county. As service providers, they have direct contact 'With the aging population in the community and so
could be useful in advertising the oppOrtunity of the volunteer program.

Community Agencies on Aging: These can exist in their own right, as a local council on aging, or
may be a part of a community action organization. As with the county, these agencies are direct service
providers andcan help spread Op word about the college's volunteer program.

Unions or Professional Organizations: .These groups may have continued involvement with their
retired members or may have retired members' organizations. They can promote the opportunities of the
volunteer program and help the college attract retired technicians. Experience has shown that the college
must be persistent in working with these groups. The best arrangement may be for the college to work with
a contact person who already has links with the unions.

Religious Organizations: Participation in church-related activities is somewhat higher among the
older public. Making contact with religious organizations can be very useful in seeking volunteers.

axe,
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QUESTIONNAIRE USED TO SURVEY STAFF ATTITUDES

Previous Involvement with Volunteers

In the space provided below, please describe any involvement (past or present) you have had

with volunteers here at

IRdigate the volunteers' positions and du(ties. For any igvolvement that was bagun and then

discontinued, please provide reasons for the termination.

.0
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A. REASONS FOR HAVING VOLUNTEERS IN THE INSTITUTION

Listed below are some possible reasons why a volunteer could be involved in your program.
Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree that this is a reason by circling the,
number that most closely approximates your answer.

1. Volunteers can enrict, the learning procep and expand the learning environment
for students.

1 2 3 4 5

, strongly moderately neither moderately strOngly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

2. Volunteers can assist teachers in providing more individualized instruction in their classes.

1 2 3 4 5
,

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

3. Volunteers can help school Oersonnel meet tie personal learning needsiof students by
relieving them of some non teaching duties and tasks.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
d i sagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

4. Volunteers can provide schools with resource people who are able to share spocial
talents, skills, and expertise that would not normally be available in the schools.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree1 agree nor agree agree

disagree
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5. Volunteering provides opportunities for concerned members of the community to
participate effectively in improving the education program of the schools.

2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

6. Volunteerism helps stimulate greater citizen qnderstanding and support of school
programs through citizen participation.

2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

Vot nteers are a valuable source of ideas about the comnpnity as well as relevant
information about problems and needs in the commpni0.

2 3 4

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

B. REASONS WHY INSTITUTIONS DO NOT USE VOLUNTEERS

Postsecondary institutions often make little or no attempt to recruit or utilize the services of
volunteers. Listed below are possible reasons for this. Please indicate the degree to which you agree
or disagree that the statement describes a real reason by circling the number that most closely
approximates your answer.

1. Institutions are not familiar with the activities of volunteers, the contributions they
make,.and the hours they devote.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

4
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2. The ihstitut,ions ate unaware or uncertain about how to obtain volunteers. Unwilling to
(ISSUIllt1 the responsibility for recruitment themselves or lacking knowledge of, recruitment
techniques, they, are unable to obtain volunteers. And, they do not know which agencies
they can contact to assist them.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither mode ,ately strongly
d I sagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

3. The institutions would like ta.use volunteers, but they are unable to identify appropriate
tasks tor them.

1 2 3

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly,
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

4. The institutions are unable to use volUnteers because opposition from paid personnel
who perceive a threat from volunteers is too great.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderatelV strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree'

J. The institutions have been deterred from developing a program because they lack
knowledge about the procedures and processes involved in managing a volunteer program.

1 2 3 4 5

streogly moderatly neither moderately strongly
disagree diygree agree nor agree agree

disagree

6. The insiitutions would like to have volunteer programs but lack the financial resources
to develop them and are unable tO obtain funds or are unaware of how to do so.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagr6e
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C. ATTITUDES TOWARDS VOLUNTEERS

Below is a list of 'statements re(jill dim; volunteer behavior. Please indicate the degree to which
you agree Or disagree With the statement by circling the number that most closely approximates
y011l answer.

Dependability: Volunteers are not alwayslfependable. They make a commitment and
then don't live up to it. Workens are dependable when you pay thorn.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagrew disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree l'
-

Confidentiality: Volunteers do not always honor confidentiality. They may gossip about
students'or school 'affairs and in the prmess destroy student confidence and/or public
-confidence in the school.

1 2 3 4 5
.. .

str ongly moderately neither mo'derately strongly
disagree disagree' agree nor agree agree

disagree

3. Disillirsionment; Volunteers will come to the program full of enthusiasm and as time
goes by, both their excitement and numbers will dwindle.

1 2 3 4 5
4

strongly moderately neither moderately strrn9ly
disagree disagree agree nor agtee agree

disagree

AMateurism: Volunteers wlio have not been trained as educators will not be able to
handle students in a professional manner.

1 2 3 4 5

strongly moderately neither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree
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Lack of Control: Because volunt rers tir e riot paid for their work, it is hard to iustify
supervising or directing them.

1 2 3 4 5 ,
strongly moderately neither moderately strongly'

- disagree! disagree agree nor agree agree
elisagree

1C('

6 !Meat to Paid Personnel: Volunteers may be viewed as a replacement for staff.

1

strongly
distillree

2 3. 4 5

moderately neither
disagree

moderately strongly
agreenror agree! agree
disagre!e

Volunteer Expectations: Because they work gratis, volunteers will expect special
treatment or extra considerations.

1 7 3 4 a

stronaly moderately !wither moderately strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree

disagree

D, TASKS VOLUNTEERS'COULD PERFORM

mt.
Listed below are tasks in which volunteers have been involved. Please read them and respond

using the following statements:

A. Do not presently offer this service.

B. Would not use a volunteer in this service area.

C. Would use a-volunteer in this service area.

D. No opinion.

Counseling

Career guidance: Volunteer may help students decide what career they would like to pursue.

-. Career planning: Volunteer may help students plan courses in the context of what they
will need on the job.

26
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Jot) coaching: Volunteer may help coop students having trouble on thtlir jobs by advising
them on the dynamics ot the work situation.

Pla4-emet)t

Job broker Voluntem- may i) out in the commumity and establi ) contacts and positions
In which to place students either for employment, internships coop positions.

Placement library: Volunteer- may serve asia resource perspn in an area where information
on careers and the world.of work can be viewed by students on an informal "browsing"
basis. The volunteer may talk with students as well as perform some librarian functipns.

Placement workshops: Volunteer may be a resource person for knowledge on the world of
work salaries, advancement, etc.

InstritetIonal

Cliessroom: Volunteer may perform clerical, monitorial, and instructional reinforcement
tasks under the direct supervision of the classroom instructor.

Lab Assistant: Voluoteer may assist in school, giving students individual attention and
checking their work, under the direct sripervision of the lab instructor.

Field Trip Assistance: Volunteerrnay arrange and guide field trips, tours, or excursions to
industrial and business sites.

Miscellarlemis

Student organizations: Volunteer could sponsor or assist with projects in stUdent
organizations.

Advisory committee: Volunteer could advise on the development of programs for the
elderly or curriculum for technical programs.

Pool of resource persons: Volunteer could organize and administer a pool of persons who
would be guest speakers and lecturers, give demonstrations of various technical skills
(historical perspective), tutor when needed, etc.

School/community: Volunteer may act as a liaison between the school and the community
by keeping business and industry luders informed about the school program and by relay-
ing information back to school perMnnel about business and industry attitudes toward the
program.

School trspitality: Volunteer may receive people Who visit the school, and give tours of
tha school.

Technician: Volunteer may inventory, store, maintain, and operate equipment in school
labs and shops.
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COMMIT TO OPE RATT PROGRAM

It the pi ogram has been determined feasible, the institution shoilld make a final commitment
to operate the program. I ni tial y thiS will involve hiring or appointing staff to operate it and placing
the? program in the institution.

Institution

-Hue Staff

It 4-s valuable for the institution to have at least onesperson responsible for the program. This
person, the volunteer coordinator, may be either part tiMe or full-time, volunteer or paid,,depend-
ing on the scope and complexity of the program. It is advisable to have a full-time person when
beginning the program. It will, require a great deal of time and effort to lay the groundwork for
operatihej the program..This person's hours may be rkfuced once the program is in full operation.

The! volunteer coordinator's position is multifaceted. It is on administrative, supervisory, and
liaison position all in one. The volunteer coordinator will be responsible for the mechanics of the
program. This is the administrative role. The coordinator must

determine how.many volunteers are needed and what they will do,

recruit volunteers,

work with staff to deVelop volunteer Iwsitions,

screen and place volunteers and make adjustments when necessary,

keep records of daily attendance and meals, and transportation reimbursement,

maintain a resource file on available volunteers,

submit monthly reports.

The coordinator must also insure that good usels made of volunteer talents. This is the
supervisory role..The coordinator dust represent the rights and responsibilities of both the volun-
teer and the staff Oerson with whom the volunteer is working. The coordinator should be prepared
to orient and train both volunteers and staff so that they understand their roles and how they can
best work together. It is important that the coordinator not assume an advocacy position in the
supervisory role. The coordinator should nth monitor staff activities to insure proper treatment of
volunteers, but concentrate on preparing staff and volunteers to ihork together, accepting grievances
from either group as they arise, and working with them as a team to solve any problems.

The coordinator is also a liaison person who makes internal anclexternal linkages fbr the
program. I nter nal I y , the coordinator will link .theNolunteer to tfts.rset)of the institution, bringing
volunteers and interested staff together. Externally, the coordinator will create.a base of support
for the program. As discussed tn the previous section on planning, it benefits the program to have
expressed support from potential groups with a vested interest in the program. The volunteer
coordinator can help develop this support, particularly in the case of volunteer agencies, by develop-
ing agreements with these agencies to use their resoupces for recruiting, training, or any other
program activity. A sample job description for a volunteer coordinator is found in the Resource
Materials at the end of this section.
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The person who has the position of coordinator should be, familiar with both the institutional
environment and the community network of agencies. The cotirdinator should know sonwthing
about education as well as about older adults. If it is not possible to find someone who rnevts all
the qualifications for the job, it become4 neCessary to establish which qualifications are."t.!ssential-
for doing the rob and which are "prefer re(i.-

It is difficult to say which is more imPortant in the coordinator's jot) a knowledge of the
institution or the community. A lot depends on the institution itself :how much suppor t for the
1/10(11,11U IS iIr eady present, what kinds of links are already established with the community, and
whether oi not an adnnnistrator has been assigned responsibility for the program and contributes
twit' to it.

The Project ASSL R T dernrmstrations provided the opportunity to observe a c4ordinator who
had exper awe in working with organizations for the aged and another coordinator whose experieme
was in the community college. Example 7 describes the coordinators hired.

4.

Example 7

,J1NO COORDINATORS ,

ftti
Sinclair Community College: Sinclair sought a coordinator familiar with the college and the
community 1 he search found stA indivi(luals (part-time instructors and spouses of faculty
members), but the tuning was such that hiring was hot possible. The college tur ned to someone
all eddy on the I acul ty to per form the job. I t was felt that it was more impor tan t to have
sonwone who knew the college to "sell" the pi ogi am within, and that the college had some
,rtorm community links through its advisory coromittees,.oar Ocularly on labor studies.

University College: University College felt the need for someone with community contacts
and looked for a .coor dinator outside the institution. Initially4, a coordinator with a union

filiaoon was sought in the belief that such a background would be helpful in recruiting
fewest technicians. When such a candidate could not be found, the college hired a coordinator
with exper ience in wor king with older adults.

Both colleges felt that not having someone with experience in both the college and with
organizations serving retirees limited them. Program development was slowed in the areas where.,
the coordinator lacked familiarity. If at all. possible, it is best to have someone who knows both
areas of operation.

One possibitity that should not be overlooked is the assistance of volunteers in the coordina-
tor's functions. They can be involved in many Ways. Should the college be unable to support a
full time coordinator, volunteers can supplement the hours devoted to operating the program. This

eis also true in the cases where the coordinator may lack knowledge of older adults or of the college
environment..A volunteer with knowledge in one or both areas can use his/her expertise to assist
the coordinator and complement the coordinator's skills.

The involvement of volunteers may be especially critical for institutions with uncertain fund-
ing. As funds dwindle, it may be necessary to delegate the responsibilities of operating the program
to the volunteers.
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PI,Ice the Program

the program needs a plice in the institution, phwically as well as organizationalty. The
cow dinator wilt require an of lice horn whIch to conduct program business and alsO will need to
Ivnow the chain ot command i egatding progi am policies. Beyond just practical concerns, the
prograni needs a physical presence to provide it some legkimacy and it needs an organizational
nicheio pt ovide it some audio! ity,

.

Regarding the coordinator's 41 f ice, preference should be given to a very accessible, visible!
kwation. 1 he volunteers' lirst tr ips to the institrkron are likely to be confusing. They will be enter
mg an unfamiliar environment and getting lost can discourage them from participatinq. Thus, it is
impor tant that the coordinator 's office be easy to find. A visible office also helps publicize the
1 )gram to faculty and stddents. As.people pass, by the office they may be drawn to it with ques-dt,
ions. They may see volunteers in the office and start thinking about ways in which t'lrey could

benefit from the program.

To place the program organizationally, it should be viewed as a college funttion that cuts
across all depar mien ts. The program has the potential of serving most, if not all, the departments,
so the coord,rna tor must have sufficient authority to cross departmental lines. Example.8 contains
information about placing the program physicallyand organizationally at the sites.

Example 8

PLACEMENT OF THE PROGRAM AT THE SITES

At Sinclair Comthunity College the III ogt am operates undo1 the aegis of the Division of
Continumg Education. The Dean's office selves as the centlal location tot 'pt ogi alli
opetations And the cool dinatot tepotts to the Dean.

At Univetsity Collette the pt ()want opetates directly out of the Dean of the College's
Office and the roordinatot reports to him. The re ogl am office is located in ther
adminisuation building on a diffetent Hoot ft om the Bean's office.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS:

COMMIT TO OPERAT1 PROGRAM
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'; A SAMPLE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR JOB DESCRIPTION

A job desci lotion tot the volunteei cooldinidor might look something like this.

tile VolOntOur COO! &WWI

Responsible to Dean ot Continuing Education

Definition of Duties General adminish anon and planning of volunteer prow am,
which should include the following:

Making piesentations and/or speeches on behalf of the program tor the purpose of recluiting
volunteet s and encoin aging community SuppOI I for the piogbani

Planning and opelating a promotional plow am tot the putpose of recruiting volunteers tot thepf0q1 JIll

3 F iriiiIir iting staff with the pr ogr am and its policies and wherever possible assisting, them in
identifying theu need lot volurrteer assistance

4 Developing tile of volunteer job descr moons

ocessing staff tequests tor volunteer assistance
411

6. Assigning volunteer s to position%

Keeping files recotds ot volunteer activity in the institution

Conducting meetings with statt and volunteets to or tent volunteers to the college, assist staff
to won k effectively with vaiuntems, and provide ttaining for volunteers where necessary

9. Plarming meetings so that voluhteers can become acquainted, discuss problems, and exchange'
ideas

10 Planning meetings so that staff working with volunteets can tiecome acquainted, discuss problems,
and exchange ideas

11. At r anging tor recognition of volunteer s. and staff in the college

12 Monitm Mg program prowess

13 Arranging tor evaluation of program

14. Planning for continuation of program and assisting in obtaining funding

Time required- 20-40 hours per week

Quail f ications

"s

Coordinator should be familiar with the operation of the institution, should also
have worked with retirees and haVe a knowledge of programs serving older adults.
Past experience in managing programs, particularly volunteer programs, is preferable.
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PLAN THE PROGRAM

4110
Once the commitment has been made to establish a volunteer program, the institution should

begin to plan tor program development and implementation. Planning as a preliminary sterto
program operation is invaluable.

The process of planning involves determining what is to be accomplished by the program,
assessing the institution's current status with respect to the program to be established, and
identifying the tools needed to operate the program successfully. Planning has been compared to
preparing a road map for a trip. Starting from one point in time or location, the individual planner
must plot out a series of steps to follow to reach .a designated destination or condition. In plotting
the route, the planner must identify not only steps but possible problems that may be encountered.

This handbook hopes to take some of the work out of planning for a volunteer program in a
two year postsecondary institution. It provides a series of steps to follow in installing and operating
such a program. This does not eliminate the planning function; it merely provides a framework for
planning. Each institution has. its own unique set of circumstances and resources that make it
impossible to generalize about the planning process. Institutions will find that they seek to accom-
plish different things with the volunteer program and th t they will be beginning from different
situations. Furthermore, the communities in which the nstitutions are located will differ as to the
mix, strength, and cooperation of the programs and services they offer. Thus, it is essential that
each institution takes time, before launching a volunteer program, to think through the process and
map out some strategy.

Institution

Establish Goals and Objectives

Well.written goals and objectives are essential. Initially, they focus the effort. As the program
progresses, they serve as guideposts to help keep the effort on track. And as the program draws to
a close, they serve as indicators to measure the success or failure of the effort.

Goals are broad policy statements of the aims of the program. Objectives are more measurable
statements of what the program is to accomplish. "Establishing a volunteer program using retired
technicians as volunteers" is aloal, while "offering more career guidance by installing three volun-

. teers in the guidance office at the beginning of the-fall quarter" is an objective. Notice that the first
litstatement is very general. It conveys a sense of what'is to be done but provides no information as

o exactly what will be done, who will do it, how it will be measured, or when it will be accom-
plished. The secOnd statement provides all four pieces of information:

What: to offer more career guidance

Who: retired technician volunteers

How it would be measured: number of volunteers stated

When: by the beginning of fall quarter

Example 9 displays the set of goals and objectives developed for the Project ASSERT demon-
stration sites. Some may apply to the program being planned for another institution and others maynot. However, they should help trigger some thoughts as to the goals and objectives of establishingsuch a program.
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Revtew Current and Past Institutional Practices

Cur rent and past college practices that may have some bearing on the volunteer program
should be reviewed as a part of the planning process. Some areas of concern may be personnel
policies, other volunteer activities (e.g., alumni), and programs for olderadults. Such a review can
accomplish three things. It may reveal current practices that are functional for the volunteer
pr ow am. It ;pay also uncover practices that may be dysfunctional and act as barriers to imple
meriting the volunteer prograrn. And finally, it may identify gaps in practices that will have to be
filled to operate the volunteer program.

In conductirig a review, it will be posstble to "get a fix" on the institution with regard to the
volunteer program. This step can be invaluable so it4hould be done thoroughly. The feiker gaps
that need to tw filled, the lOwer the cost of the program. For example, orientation programs

Itpresently used for new students or staf L may be perfectly adequate for volunteers as ell. A review
of the institution's advisory committees may reveal ready-made contacts for the volu eer program.
Some of the individual members may be able to provide links with community agencies that can
assist in operating the program. Alumni whoimay already be providing volunteer services may pro
vide a pool of possible recru i ts.

Some existing administrative policies may be transferable to the volunteer program. Reim
burwrnent procedures are an example of such a policy. Other administrative policies may hinder
the program and should be examined carefully before embarking on a volunteer program. Failure
to take stock of possible problem areas may cost the institutiw in credibility and money. Example
10 ilkistr J WS sor110 administrative issues that caused some concern at the ASSERT sites.
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Example 9

PROJECT ASSERT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Project ASA R T, through its model demonstration program, had the following goals:

1. To enrich the lives of retirees from the trades, crafts, semiskilled, and technical occupations
by providing them with contributory roles after retirement

To enrich the educational offerings of two-year colleges by infusing them with the
occupational knowledge and experience of retirees from the trades, crafts, semiskilled,
and technical occupations

.

3. T increase student understanding of the life of work and careers by creating an environ-
meit for the intergenerational sharing of skills

4. To provide the design for implementing similar projects in other two-year colleges

5. To strengthen the ties between the two-year college and the community at large

For these goels the following objectives were developed:

1. To demonstrate the stratesies for installing and operating a volunteer program in two
two-year colleges in Ohio so that the concept of using retirees from the trades, crafts,
semiskilled, and technical occupations can be tested and, if proven successful, repeated

2. To establish volunteer ,positions in two two-year colleges reflective of the abilities of
retirees from the trades, crafts, semiskilled, and technical occupations so that they may

.maintain a meaningful and productive role in the community after retirement

3. To recruit retirees from the trades, crafts, semiskilled, and technical occupations and
place them as volunteers in two-year colleges in positions that iake advantage of their past
occupational experience

4. To better acquaint students with the world of work through interaction with people who
have spent the better part of their lives working, so that the students can make more
infqtrned career choicds

5. To develop, test, dnd dissemihate a Resource Handbook outlining the promotion, recruit-
ment of retired technicians, etc., in two-year colleges in order to,facilitate a wider practice
of the concept

6. To strengthen occupational education in two-year colleges by providing additional personnel
. who can advise and instruct students on career opportunities

7. To establish linkageswith organizatioris that have contact with retired technicians, so that
a concerted effort can be made to locate and place,potentialVoltinteers

p.

op'
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Example 10

SOMEADMINISTRATIVE CONCERNS At THE SOTS

Two iisues arose at the demonstration sites that involved interpreting administrative policy. Ono was
with regard to confidentiality and the other to hiring practices.

Both Sinclair Community College and University College anticipated having volunteers in positions
that would allow them access to students' records. The question arose as to whether allowing volunteers
511ch access would he a breach of confidentiality. In both cases; it was determined that it was hot.

At Sinclair Community College there was the question of whether placing a volunteer in any position
would be violating the college policy that prohibited placing someone in a position when such a place-
ment would displace or reduca the number of regular employees. The deciding factor in this case was
whether or not the volunteer was placed in a budgeted position. Thus, as long as the volunteer was not
placed in a budgeted position, the policy would not be violated. This poky protects both the volunteer
and the.college staff.

tip
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Community

Negotiate Working Agreements with Local Agencies

The institution may be a newcomer to the world of volunteer programs. As mentioned
previously, it can rely to some extent on the resowces found in other agencies that work with
volunteers, older adults, or both. The point to remember is that in operating a volunteer program
for a specific group of individuals, there will be some overlap with other programs operating in the
community. There is no reason to work independently from or at cross purposes with these pro-
grams. Rather, attempts should be macie to cooperate with them.

Building bridges rith community agencies is a very important element in planning and
operating a volunteer program. To recruit volunteers, the institution must actively reach out in the
coMmunity. And with older adults as the target, this often means building new relationships in
the community.

As a part of the planning process the institution should begin to define working agreements
with local agencies. As was noted in the section on "Determining Program Feasibility," agencies
will vary as to the kind of assistance they can provide.

Some will be able to assist in recruiting. The mechanics of this assistance should be understood
by all involved. It may mean running ads for volunteers for the college along with ads for other
programs. It could take a more active form of assistance, such as having staff members from other
agencies speak on behalf of the college program.

The kind of assistande an agency can provide may depend in large part on the resources it has.
Contrast, for example, the experience of the two ASSERT sites as described in Example 11.

The college should be aware of the implivitiorfs of joining into work arrangements with other
agencies. There may be conflicting roles that could cause friction. If an agency is recruiting for the
college, it may feel that it ought to have son*, responsibility for placing the volunteers it recruits.
The agency may not feel comfortable releasing a volunteer for placement by someone else.

While planning, the college should also approach organizations that have been targeted for
speaking engagements. Dates should be scheduled and procedures delineated.

Example 11

BUILDING BRIDGES IN THE COMMUNITY

Both Sinclair Community College and University College in Cincinnati developed working agreements
with the RSVP in their area.

The RSVP in Dayton was a very small operation with a limited budget. While their interest in ASSERT
was very strong, they were unable .to actively promote the program. ASSERT positions were listed
with them and appeared in their literature, but no special efforts were made.

The Cincinnati RSVP on the other hand had a better financial base. They had sufficient staff time to
arrange speaking engadements with groups who might be particularly interested in ASSERT.
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GENERATE AWARENESS

As soon as the program has been approved by the institution, efforts to generate awareness of
its presence should begin. Generating awareness' can stimulate interest in the program and even
enlist some participants. The institution may not be ready to mount an all-out recruitment drive.
The lack of clearly defined volunteer jobs or program operating materials may-make it unrealistic
for the institution to do this. However, it is equally unrealistic for the institution to wait until
absolutely everything is in place before operattng any kind of awareness effort. It can take quite a, while for the word to spread about a program. Volunteers will not appear immediately after infor-
mation about the program has been released, nor will faculty members develop jobsas soon as they
are informed of the opportunity. The institution can use the time after the information goes out
and before a heavy response is felt to put the final touches on its operations. Because of the time it
takes to translate interest into action, it would be unreasonable for the institution to get lall geared

i.up for the program, only to sit and wait for weeks'and weeks until volunteers a e attracted to the
program. Such a time lag could affect motivation. It is important for the insti tion to be able to
react at the right time.

It is highly likely that the institution wil) attract some volunteers with its early promotion.
This is not to be feared; it can be an asset to the program. This handful of early volunteers can
provide the program a "track record" that can be used in promoting the opportunity. People
respond more to a known quantity; they don't want to be the first to try something. Thus, haying
volunteer enrolled in the program early can help in convincing people that participating is worth-
while. There won't be more volunteers than the institution can handle.

In these early stages, the recruitment of a volunteer and the development of a job are likely to
occur simultaneously. This is not to be discouraged. As a later section will note, it is often the only
way to break the ice for a program. Operating in this fashion requires special care to balance the
interests of all involved.

As with all the other cbmponents, generating awareness takes place within the institution as
well as in the community. The purpose of creating awareness in the inslitution is primarily to
deveq:Ip job placements. The purpose of releasing information in the community is to generate
recruits.

Institution

Inform Faculty/Staff/Students of Opportunity

Depending on how extensive a needs assessment was conducted or how many people were
contacted regarding their support fort the program, the faculty and staff miy already be well aware
of the program. If such is the case, it is not awareness that will need to be generated; rather it will
be active participation in the program. Participation can be accomplished by having faculty and
staff members submit job descriptions. Remind faculty members of the needs assessment and of
the tentative jobs they identified at that time. The reminder may facilitate their submission of
formal descriptions.

f
If the majority of faculty and staff members have little or no knowledge of the program, it is

appropriate to provide them with some program description before soliciting a job description
from them. Any number of approaches can be used to tell the faculty and staff about.the program.
The method used is not really important, but follow-up is critical. The coordinator will have to
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sustain staff inteiest in the project by continually contacting staf f members who have shown an
int west. Unfor tunately, because of their many other responsibilities, staff nwmbers tend to take a
hISSIVI! stance and, while interested, will let the opportunity slip by unless they are conslant4y
reminded 9f it. The coordinator should not run the risk of turning someone off about the program
by being obnoxiously persistent. The coordinator should be able to respect reluctance on the par t
Of staf f and not push when it is hopeless, but should not be timid. People who are interested will
become actively involved (mly 0116110 oeriistent reminders.

Some of the techniques uwd by the ASSE RT test sites to generate internal awareness are
reviewed in Example 12

Example 12

PROJECT ASSERT COMES TO CAMPUS

University College

the sitv College consot titun faculty and staff web! info; med thi ough an incienwntal
.

approach t list, the Deans of the Colleges were contacted and they passed the mud twn to moiviotrai
faculty membets The coot dmatot then met individually with the faculty membets who showed an
Interest to discuss their needs and possible positions lot the volunteers.

!ht. consor tI11111 faculty and staff also used a blanket appioach ard tirade pi Merl tations at faculty
ineetIngs. At these meetings they -distrilnited a tuochine that lu jelly described the plotpam,and the
procedures for pal ticipating in it aml the pet son to contact lot the; inhumation.

mally,,the cons(); hum faculty and staff contacted the college's public information department
and ieleased mformatron about the program through the college newspaper and a campus newslettet.
the public information ilepartnumt was also used lot genet ating extet nal awatmess since it is pat t of
the depal Iment's function to info; m the public about the college's activities.

Sinclair Community College:

At Suu:lau, factilty and staf I leatned about the pi otp am thiough announcements at committee
meetings and at the meeting of the Institutional Council.

In addition, all full lime faculty, deans, and doom tment chaits teceived mitten announcements
about the pt ()gram.

In conducting an internal awareness campaign, personnel of the program should not overlook
a very impor tam group of peoplethe students! Many statasupported institutions are reiluired by
law to provide sometimes on a space-available basiseducational opportunities free of charge o'r at
a reduted rate to people sixty years of age or order. Many institutions have a steadily increasing
number of retired persons enrolled in their educational program. These people should be identified
'and informed of the volunteer program opportunity. They are already on campus, so any reluctance
or fear they might have about going to a college program has already been diminished. Thus, the'y
are good people to involve early in the program; their involvement can help build credibility for
others who-may have fears.

Both of the test sites looked to their older mit-lents. As Example 13 shows, it was worth the
effort.
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Example 13

DON'T FORGET THE OLDER STUDENTS

Sinclair Community College hosted a reception for its Golden Agers. The ASSERT organizers
explained the program to them at that time and solicited their involvement.

University College got a listing of its older students and invited them to attend a reception held
for the benefit of community agencies as well. The ASSERT administrators called the reception their
Project ASSERT Kick.Off and, just as Sinclair, explained the opportunities of Ate program to all those
attending.

Those efforts paid olf BC)th sites attractedsome of their students to the program. One volunteer
had been taking swimming classes at University College. Alter the Kick-Off meeting, he was transformed
from student to instructor!

Develop Job Descriptions

Volunteer job descriptions are an important element* in program design. They define the job
and help the volunteers perceive their responsibilities and relationship to the institution and the
people working in it. There are other advantages to job descriptions. They provide information
about the jobsuch as duties, hours, qualifications and supervisionthat can be helpful in the
recruitment, screening, training, and supervision of volunteers.

Job descriptions guarantee the need for volunteers by making people translate their needs into
specific tasks and duties. They help avoid the situation in which the volunteer reports to the job,
only to find that no one is exactly sure what the volunteer is supposed to do. This kind of incident
can really undermine a volunteer program. People who are waiting to volunteer quickly lose their
enthusiasm if it seems that they are not needed.

Writing a job description for a volunteer job involves the same things as one for a paid position.
The only difference between a volunteer and a paid staff member is that the volunteer receives no
monetary compensation. So, aside from pay, a volunteer needs to know the same exact things a
paid staff megther needs to know. Descriptions should include the following information:

Title accurately reflects the responsibilities the volunteer is to fulfill

Accountability specifies person to whom the volunteer reports and is accountable

Qualifications outlines education and abilities needed

Duties defines specific functions the job will entail

Hours required specifies hours per week

Example 14 is a job description for a position at one of the ASSERT test sites.
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Example 14

SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION

VOLUNTEER COURSE TUTORS FOR
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Qualifications

the Volunteer cows', tu tot will be qualified both academically and in pi actical expenence.
Oualifications include such at ti ibutes as patience, midge standing, tact, and, the ability to encoolaye
students to do thee twst.

Job Responsibilities

The yoluntech cootse totot will help students doting open lab pet iods and will assist the insbuctot

7
Oi the clonal tment chilli peison.

, There is a varidnce of opinion as to when job descriptions should be written. Some people
would say that before volunteers are ever recruited there should be a written job description for
every position. From the standpoint of protecting the volunteer by guaranteeing a position,
writing job descriptions before recruiting makes sense. The institution can be very specific about
the type of skilled people it needs, eliminating unqualified applicants.

Others note several problems with this approach. First, developing a volunteer program
requires a greirt deal of creativity. Conceiving volunteer jobs in the absence of real people with
varied skills can take on a very abstract quality. Several things can happen. Staff members who may
feel they could use a volunteer may not feel that they have the time to think through a job descrip-
tion and so never submit one. Or, staff members may have a difficult time identifying what accept-
able volunteer work is. Without talking to someone who can agree or not agree to certain tasks, .

they may decide that what they need done could not be done by a volunteer and so never submit
a job description. In either of these cases, the presence of an aCtual volunteer with whom a staff
member could interact and negotiate could change a potential nonvolunteer user into a user. In
fact, both the ASSERT demonstration sites reported that staff needed to meet fafe-to-face with the
volunteers before they could really think seriously about getting involved with one.

A further problem with requiring job descriptions before recruiting volunteers is the potential
of job descriptions eliminating valuable volunteers. People tend to underestimate their skills and
abilities. This is particularly the case with retirees, who may have never attended a postsecondary
institution. They may have difficulty assessing their own capabilities and are likely to screen them-
selves out of a program. However, if they can come to the institution-, see what it is all about, and
talk to someone about the program, they may be convinced that they can mile a contribution.

As stated before, the advantage of writing job descriptions before volunteers are recruited is
that it makes people organize their thoughts so they are prepared to work with a volunteer when
the opportunity arises. This is important and should not be ignored in the face of the problems
just discussed. There is an apparent conflict; job descriptions should be written to guarantee the
need for volunteers, and yet staff and potential volunteers can be eliminated bY requiring them. The
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problem is eliminated if job descriptions are seen as flexible, moving from general to more
specific as mole abou t the volunteer and the position become known.

It Would be a mistake to start a program Witbout position descriptions. Staff members who
ale truly interested should be able to develop some 'kind of description. Consider these early
descriPtions as basic guidel Ines that Carl, be modified at any time. Hours and duties may change
in fact, they should change to allow the volunteer to grow.

Community

Operate Promotional Campaign

The pr imary purpose of operating a promotional campaign in the community is to recruit
volunteers. There are a variety of techniques that can be used to create community awareness of
the program. In general, promotional techniques that put the volunteer coordinator in direct
contact with potential volunteers are most effective.

Being new, the institution's volunteer program has no reputation to precede it. thus, people
may need some active convincing to motivate t!iem to participate in the program. One approach to
use is to tack the program's promotion on-to that of a more established program. This can help to
compensate for the program's lack of public image.

The institution does have a reputation for its other endeavors. In promoting the volunteer
program: emphasize what people do know about the institution. The college is already an accepted
educational service provider. Promotional materials may remind the public of this and then offer
a new service of volunteer opportunities.

In designing the promotional campaign, there are some baSic principles that should help
generate a productive effort.

Offer the volunteer opportunity effectively. It is important that potential volunteers perceive
the opportunity they are being offered as interesting and worthwhile. The college should emphasize
its need for volunteer -service and show an interest in volunteer needs and expectations. It should
demonstrate the institution's desire to work with volunteers to make the interaction a valuable
experience. Flexibility and personal approaches in such things as thernitial interview and invitation!:
to visit the institution before a commitment is made will all show volunteers that they are really
needed and wanted.

Promote the need for services. While, particularly with the sixty-five and over age group,
there are benefits to the individual in volunteering, the college should emphasize its need for
services. This legitimizes the opportunity it is difering. And as surveys have shown, people volunteer,
first, to help people and, second, because of the enjoymernt it brings them.

Promote the program continuously. Some times of the year are better than others for promo
tion, so major promotional drives might be conducted at those times. Promotion should be done
continuously, however, since there will be some volunteer turnover and new needs will arise. With
the six tylive and older age group, the college should consider conducting a major promotional drive
in the spring or summer when it is easier to get out of the house. Also, many elderly people from
northern climates spend their winters in warmer climates. Once they are.enrolled, the volunteers'
enthusiasm should carry them through the long winter months. Winter, however, may be a time of
high turnover, so recruiting should be done all of the time to maintain a pool of volunteers.
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He aggressive when promoting the program. It is important that promoters avoid being
ablasive and avoid underselling the job to be done while seeking out potential volunteers. IVlany
miters on the sublect insist that most people just need to be asked to volunteer fVlaking the
Contact, then, IS ver y itnpot taut. Colleges should not hesitate to go out into the community,
door to door if rwed be, to push the Opportunity. Most people won't just come to volunteer on
their own initiative; they must be asked.

Concentrate initially on developing a corps of well-trained volunteers. The volunteers'
pei foi mance will either convince reluctant staff menther§ of the value of having vo ?Ms 01
C01011111 Owl, worst fears about them. Also, satisfied volunteers are the best promoters volunteer
plogLitit cdo thivo. Word of mouth can generate many recruits.

ti wide range of promotional techniques. People respond to different things, so it is best
to use a var iety ,of methods, at least until it is clear what methods work the best. Some of the
techniques useci may produce few-volunteers. Thus, it is wise to identify the most effective tech
diques add narrow the scope of activity. Until such iMorrnation is available, the best course of
action is to use many and varied methods of conveying the need for volunteers. Example 15 reviewi

var iely of techniques the college could use.

1 he ASSE R1 exj)erience was that the of fectiveness of one promotional technique over
' 4 another depends in large part on the visibility of the college in the community. The site at Sinclair

Community College was well known and respected in Dayton, and it had fairly good success
promoting through the mass media. The other site, University College, was less well known or
understood in the community and found the mass media to be of little value, except for instances
in which thee program was associated with established programs. The college found direct contact
with volunteers to be the most effective method. Example \16 lists the variety of promotional
approaches used by the sites.

A final piece of advice on promotion is, ',;Be patient!" It may take some time to find the moSt
ef fee five promotional technique. It will also take time to develop a strong promotional message
and Irwate the best source of volunteers.

Volunteers can be very helpful in designing and redesigning promotional materials. Having
hew recruited themselves, they are very sensitive to the message conveyed and to the method of
Conveying it.

It
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Example 16

A POTPOURRI OF PROMOTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Newspaper

Television
and Radio:.

Direct Meiling:

Posters,

Bumper Stickers,
Brochures:

Word of Mouth:

Open House:

Public
Speaking:

Canvass

Neighborhoods:

um/

Newspapin p1 omotion is inexpensive and leaches a wade audience. It is hard to tell,
though, if the message is reaching tbe tat get audience. Both city and whin ban news
papers can be used. Thvollege can list volunteer! oppot trinities in the classified
section. Many patens have special sections tot voluntem jobs oi will use voluntem
lob announcements lot Iii liii Ads that ale mitten 101 specific lobs ond qualifications
have a gioatet appeal than mote genet al ones. It winks well fit st to submit aiticles
about the new plow NM and late, hyaline voluntems 0 110WS. St01 y.

FlectIonic media I oaches'a vet y wide audience but again, it is hat d to be sine if the
message is teaching the beget audience. Ploneotols should by to got on the nOWS as
d foatuto stoty and take advantage of heti spots tot public sm vice amouncements.
One difficulty with public 4Igtvice announcements is that they me usually ailed late
in the evening when most people ale in bed. Anothm possible use of electionic
media is Intel views on public set vice plow ams.

If possible, lettets should be sent ditectly to potential voluntems. A mass !nailing
can be expensive. the college should he in epated to follow up any ditect mail
appeal it the appeal is to be successful.

It can let expensive to ptepare mate! tals. The in °motet must be cal of ul in the
placement of such inhumation to insure teaching the right audience.

People expel ienced in operating volunteer plow anis claim this to be the most
effective promotional tool. Thekey is finding the i-ight people to spitted the woid
and encouraging them to do so. Of course, the (langel in word of mouth promotion
is that it sploads bad news as effectively as good news.

Invite peOple to the college. A reception with tofreshments of some kind might
be held, although food and invitations.can be expensive. The program might give
a presentation and pass out informational materials. Follow-up and the ability to
keep people intmested in the proglam once the reception is over is ymy important.

Thecollege can identify organizations that cater to older adults and get on their
calendar. The program shbuld prepare a speech and some informational materials
and develop a system tot following up those people who express an interest\

Census data can be used to identify neighborhoods where there are high concentra-
tions of older adults. The college can promote the program in seniol citizen housing
units by going door-to-door with informational material or by Waving brochures,
etc., in neighborhood "hangouts."
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Example 16

'SITE PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES

University College.: The college tan the gamut of promotional techniques.

It.ieleased news stories in 'the Cirwinnati-Enquirer and the numetou; suburban newspapers
in the area. (See Resource Materials following this saction for examples of this and other
mater

It hosted a kick-off meeting at the school. Those invited were reti s, membets of the
university community, and representatives of labor organizations, industry, and social agencies.

It entered into agreements with other volunteer agencies and shared recruitment resources.
ASSERT jobs were advertised through the Voluntary Action Center and the local Retired
Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP). RSVP also promOted ASSERT by making presentations
to professional organizations regarding the program.

Contacts were made with churches to identify older chtirch members who might be
interested. Arrangements were- made to speak.to such persons regarding the program.

Visits were made tO Senior Centers and Senior Housing Units. There again, promotional
materials were distributed and attempts were made to speak directly to interested persons.

Neighborhoods were canvassed and flyers were distributed in local businesses.

The coordinator was interviewed several times on public service radio programs.

, The college pat ticipated in a city-wide volunteer day by setting up a booth in the downtown
area.

Referrals were obtained from other volunteers and interested people and direct mail contact
was made with people.

Sinclair Community College: The college retied almost aclusively on news releases in local newspapers,
radio, and television stations. (See Resource Materials for a particulaplv successful ad run by the college.)

The college has also been able to work within the institution by.contacting the Golden Age
students and developing positions for. them,

The college made some visits to senior citizen housing units to distribute brochures and talk
about the program.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS:

GENERATE AWARENESS
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BORED WITH.RETIREMENT?

ASSERT YOURSELF!

Sinclair Community College's Project ASSERT may be just what you are looking for . Pr'oject
ASSERT involves retired persons in a variety of volunteer roles.

Volunteer positions are now available as follows:

in the
Theatre Dept .

a master carpenter to assist in theatre set co'hstruction and to supervise the
use of power equipment.

for the an automotive laboratory technician to assist in the maintenance.of the
Automotive autotnotive laboratory and tools, to aid in the procurement of purchases.
Dept. and to suppor t instruction in the laboratory. This person should be a

certified auto mechanic.

foe the
Industrial
Technology Dept.

for the
Matting Dept.

for the
Quality Control
Technology Deo(

for the
ASSERT office

a machine shop technician to assist in machine shop repairs and tooling and
aid in the operation of the tool crib. This person should be a journeyman

.machinist and have 10 years industrial experience.

to assist students in the skills of drafting techniqUes and procedures, to-aid
instructors in the maintenance and assignment of all draftiog support equip-
ment. This person should have 10.years ot industriol experience.

to maintain measurement tools and equipment generally used iTrinspection
areas and measurement labs. This person should have 10 years of experience
in measurement laboratories and/or inspection areas.

to serve as a consultant/resource person for the participants in the retire-
Meot program.

for the to tutor students on a one-to-one basis. This person shou d have been in
Electronic engineering or technical work within the past three years.
Engineering Technology
Dept.

for the
Developmental
Studies Dept.

to tutor students on a one-to-one basis or small group basis.

Volunteers will be reimbursed for meals, mileage, and parking or bus fare. For additional .

information or an ASSERT program application, call Lesley L. Sybert, Dean of Continuing Education,
at 226-2782.

;t
-

Ad placed in the Dayton Daily News, Sunday, May 13, 1979. The'Week after it appeared,
five people responded to the ad and enrolled in the Sinclair College program.
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VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTARY ACTION Centei (621 5000) is looking foi the following
volunteers

,

("hut (711 gr °ups, clubs and organizations are needed to piovide help
fur needy families at Chiistmas.

Oa

Volunteeis to Set WI 115 community mganit Ind troop leaders attcr
a local agency which prpvides informal education i opportunities to girls.
11 aiiing is pr twitted. v.)

Noathern Kentucky area school is seeking volunteers to tutor
studtmts and tititilts. Tiaining will be provided.

Volunteers to assist.the staff at a residential care facility striving
the mentally ietarded. Volunteers aro needed on a daily basis.

Volunteers to act as receptionist fOr community related activities.
Of ien'tation and training is pi ovided.

a
f t iendly visitor oi ward assistant is needed immediately in a

hospital until 9.30 p.m. evenings. Orientation session is mandator y.
Leaders inteiested in assistin(J in a diversified recreation program

ate needed Monday tin ()ugh Fliday. On the4451) training is pm ovided.

Volunteeis with technical/vocational work backgrounds ale
needed as totois, resource people and lab assistants. Hours are 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Ti aining will Ixr pi ovided.

Fp hu ther information on these and other volunteer oppoi-
tunities call the Voluntary Action Center (VAC) at 621-5000,
188, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday to make an appointment.

RETIRED SENIOR Volunteei Program of the Cincinnati Recreation
Commission is planning a program that will provide a volunteer sitting
service for the parents or guardians of physically.or mentally handi
capped individuals. Volunteers must be 55 years of age or older. For
further information call the Retired Senior Volunteer Program at
352-4046..

PROJECT ASST is looking for volunteers for placement in the
University College conisortiuth of four assqciate degree-granting
schools and Cincinnati Technal College. The volunteers interact
with students by sharing their work experiences, providing guidance,
acting as resource people and aaen many programs. For further
information call 352-4046

This is an example of piggy-hacking ihe colleg proMotion onto that for other volunteer
programs in the community. The acl'appeared in thZ clanified section of the newspaper.
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BE "ASSERT"-NE, HELP STUDENTS LEARN
PUT YOUR SKILLS BACK TO WORK!
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This was a three fold brochure used by University College. It was distributed in neighborhoods
where there was a high concentration of older people as well as at visits to various organizations.

Sound interesting? Ask yourself the following questions to determine whether you are eligible to join the
program

I Are you retired? 1 1Yes I 1No
No, but I know someone who is,

1 1Yes I 1No

'2 Are you ptesently involved in activities outside your home? I Yes I 1No
If no, would you like to be? ( 1Yes I 1No
If yes, do you have time for more involvements? I Yes I 1No

3 What was your occupation?

What skills were involved in it?

Would' you like to share these skills with others?* I 1Yes I 1No

If you are retlred (or know someone who is), have the time and desire to get involved in activities outside your
home and have some skills you would like to share with others, you qualify for Project ASSERT! If you are
interested in the.program, call:

This was a three-fold brochure used by University College. It was distributed in neighborhoods
where there was a high concentration of older people as well as at visits to various organizations.
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PUT THE PROGRAM IN PLACE

Conducting the awareness campaign is very timelliknsomMg and inuch..of the coordinator's
energy will have to be cliracted to it. Sonic effort should be devoted, however, to setting up
program policies and milking final institutional preparations for operating the program. If changes
need to be made to the physical plant, such as new signs or parking arrangements, they should be
done at this time. Staff members also should receive any orientation or training ha MO better
prepare them to work with the volunteers.

Institution

Establish Program Policies am/ Procethires

The policies and procedures established will, for the most part, relate to the administrative
practices of the program. There are some very basic administrative functions that must be estab-
,lished and.known to all.

Staff duties and responsibilities are such a function. Faculty, staff, and volunteersIhould
rlow who the volunteer coordinator is and what the coordinatoris resportibilities are. They

should also know what the coordinator's relationship iso to the total organization. The coordinator
will also need to know the bounds of authority; are policy and procedural d isions a superior
part of the coordinator's function, or made by a superior a. policy maker?

Record keeping also needs to be organized at this time. isio about the sort of records
to be kept must be made. The decisions will be based on the answers to some policy questions
regarding attendance, referrals, and reimbursements. Attendance records formalize the volunteer's
presence. Having to sign in and out can heighten the volunt.eer's sense of responsibility. It shows
that the college cares that volunteers are present. Attenthrfce records also keep track of the hours
each volunteer has given to the institution. Some agencies use thists a basis for rewards, giving
merit for hours of service. Again, this can encourage volunteer participation. In recording their
attendance, volunteers can watch their attendance levels 4'r-ow teireach the level worthy of merit.

Record keeping is necessary for two other procedures reporting and evaluation. Thought
should be given to these procedures as the decision about, what sort of records to keep 'is made.
Regardless of the source of funding for the program, the college will probably be required to keep
the source informed of its progress. A good record keeping system can help enormously in this
task. The record keeping system should .be developed around the information required in reports
and relevant to proving the success of the program. Attendance records would certainly be impor-
tant for this. They can be used to develop information on the rate of retention. The ratio of
volunteers recruited to volunteers staying in the program over a certain period of time can be
computed using them. These records will also identify which people stayed or left. This will make
it possible for the volunteer coordinator to interview program drop-outs and find out why they left.

Record keeping helps monitor the program as well. Watching retention ratelind interviewing
people about their decision to continue or not provides immediate information that can be fed
back into the program to tackle problems as they occur. It is clear that keeping records is impor-
tant. Before the program begins, -decisions should be made on what information will be recorded,
what format will be used, and who will be responsible for collecting it. (The Resource Materials
at the end of this section contains examples of record keeping forms used in the demonstration.)
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In making decisions about record keeping, be sensitive to the amount and frequency of
records volunteers and staff are required to keep and submit. An unintended consequence of
record keeping may be the creation of the feeling in the volunteers that they are being closely
watched. Staff members may feel burdened by record keeping and lose their onthusiasm lot the
program. It may be best to keep the records.onthe.programpartierpents to a minimum. In any,
case, the program should always explain the reason for keeping records and convey the idea that
record keeping is a professional responsibility.

An institutional pblicy on referrals will also have to be established. Procedures need to be
instituted for matching volunteers and requests within the institution. Both the volunteer and the
stilt f member requesting a volunteer must be cultivated. Delay in servicing either can undermine
the plow am. It is important, then, to try to avoid initiating contact with volunteers before interest
in using voluntews is expressell or waiting until a specific request is filed before recruiting. Both
courses of action cause a time lag that may diminish the interest of the volunteer or staff member.

One suggestion fot handling referrals within the institution is to develop H volunteer resource
file. When the program begins, there will be an initial set of volunteer position descriptions. The
recruitment for this initial set of volunteer positions may bring more volunteers than can be placed
at that time. Keep a record of those recruited but not placed and refer to it when requests are
received. Some of these people may have found other volunteer work or lost interest, but there
may be some who are still available and interesled. 0

Encourage faculty and volunteers to recruit for the program also. They may know people
who would be interested in joining the program. Have them refer such individuals to the program
fon possible! placement.

Another policy question to be decided is how much interaction is desired between the insti-
tution and the jest of the community. In the planning section, the suggestion was made that local
voluntary age&ies should be contacted and tapped for resources. Staff requests for volunteers
could be referred to these local agencies that may have a more continuous stream of volunteers and
so be able to fill the request more quickly. If the decision is made to rely on outside agencies to
refer vokinteers to the program, consideration might also be given to whether the institution wdl
refer volunteers to their programs, volunteer and other. This is part of a larger issue to what
ex tent does the college want to provide a service? If the college's volunteers ar'e to.be linked with
other service agencies, it will have to develop an intake form to assess their needs. If it is decided
that it is not possible for the college to refer volunteers, it may still establish an underStanding with
local agencies and receive volunteer referrals.

Many programs provide reimbursement for "out-of-pocket" expenses. They recognize that
there are costs involved in volunteering that may keep a person from volunteering. Transportation,
meals while on the job,.and even clothing cost the volunteer something. Any effort made to defray
these costs will enlarge the population base of people who can and will volunteer. However, reim-
bursement is more than money in the pocket. It shows volunteers that the college needs to have
them, that it is willing to pay their way there and feed them in appreciation of their services.

_

The program budget shOuld allow for the reimbursernent of the volunteers. It may only be
possible to provide reimbursements directly from the program budget. for a limited number of
people and limited time period. However, reimbursement provides a good example of howlxisting

7 college policy may work for the programach of the divisions in the Onstitution has a bud/et that
allows for the reimbursement of some travel hosts for faculty and staff. Volunteers could be viewed
as additional staff and he allotted some of those reimbursement funds. Handling raimbursements
by department would distribute some of the program's operating costs across the college and should
make them morg manageable.
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Some of the local volunteer agencies may have the policy of reimbursing volunteers and the
funds to do so. The college should link up with them, if possible:RSVP reimburses for transpor
tation and/or meals. A volunteer who is processed through that agency will- have some reimburse'
ment. The program should investigathe possibilities of direct service provision as an alternative
to full reimbursement. It can providrtransportation, defer payment for parking, or provide a meal
rather than reenbursing the volunteer for the cost. The institution may be able to do this alone
or in tandem with local agencies. Some agencies have transportation .and meal programs that the
college's volunteers may join. (The Area Agency on Aging in th'e area should be able to assist in
identifying programs.)

II'
'If the dec ision is made to rely on the rtisources of local agencies for reimbursement, the

col ege will have to develop a reimbureemen, referral system. In working with local programs, the
coVqe must take into accounctheir budgetary or other limitations. It should not be assumed that
the agencies can serve "orw more volunteer"; they must always be cfisked to insure that the
volunteer does not get lost in the shuffle.

The athhinistrative policies and procedures will establish the responsibilities of volunteers and
staf f as they relate to program operation. Volunteers will be responsible for filling in attendance
forms, recording "out of pocket" expenses, etc. Likewise, staff members will need to know who
the coordinator- is and how to submit a request for a volunteer, etc. These procedures should all
be embodied in a set of forms. Some examples ot forms that can be used are supplied in the
Resource Materials at the end of this section.

Design Orientation for Faculty, Staff, and Volunteers

Beyond the procedural considerations, there is the element of human interaction in the
program. Both volunteers and staff should be made aware of their responsibilities. They should
understand each other's roles and know how to operate effectively together. Volunteers are just
like other employees in that they make commitments and are expected to honor them. Staff
persons working with volunteers have the responsibility of making it clear what &tat commitment
is and helping volunteers to achieve maximum satisfaction from their jobs. Much of the working
relationship between the volunteer arid staff will be defined by the job description. However, the
ioNdescription cannot create a sensitivity to what a volunteer is or what an educator is and does!
Thus, some orientation is needed.

Orientatiqn is the process of acquainting the voluriteers and the involved school personnel to
the program arill its policies and to each other. The two groups may be oriented at different times
and from different perspectives. The staff may need to be "sold" on the program and so may need
an earlier orientation. The volunteers will get a "sales job" as a part of the recruitment campaign
and will not need an orientation unlil they first enter the school facility.

The volunteers' orientation should be designed with the needs of people who are unfamiliar
with the institution in mind. It should endeavor to familiarize them with the physical surroundings.
Maps showing parking, building entrances, elevators, stairs, location of the volunteer coordinator's
office, cafeteria, restrooms, infirmary or school nurse, telephones, and activity areas should be.
provided. A tour of the facility wou Id also be:Useful. Volunteers should also be aware of the insti-
tution policies and practices. Catalogues, school handbooks, or classroom visits may help them with
this. All of this should be geared toward making the volunteers feel as comfortable in their work
environment as possible, but not overwhelmed.
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Volunteers must also understand their responsibilities in the volunteer program. A short
brochure such as the one in the Resource Materials Section can be used for this.

For faculty and staff members to work effectively with volunteers they need to come to terms
with their own attitudes regarding volunteers, Older people, and people with practiCal.SkillS..The-
faculty and staff may be outwardly enthusiastic about the program and even submit job descrip-
tions, but these actions may be only token support. They may agree with the program in principle,
or they may feel they can advance themselves in the organization by participating in the program,
or they may even see the volunteer as an opportunity to get cheap labor; however, when faced with
the reality. of supervising and maintaining the interest of volunteers, some staff support may fade.
The volunteer coordinator needs to recognize the potential for this problem and work with staff
to turn token support into informed support.

What is meant by informed support is simply that the faculty and staff be fully aware of the
type of commitment they are making and the kind of person with,whom they will be working.
They need to develop a positive attitude toward both. In order to help faculty and st#11tc? do this,
the volunteer- coordinator needs to explore with the faculty and staff possible misconceptlons or
biases and work through them to conie to a better understanding. Some misconceptions or biases
faculty and staff may have are listed in Example 1 7. A good attitude toward the commitment and
the volunteers is considered essential to a strong program, so the volunteer coordinator should
probe the faculty and staff about their feelings.

Ideally, the faculty and staff menthers should find that their jobs change with the assistance
of a volunteer. They will acquire not only new supervisory skills, but also they can take new direc-
tions as a faculty volunteer team.

The volunteer coordinator should explore attitudes with faculty and staff members before
they begin with their volunteers and while they are working with them. It would be best to keep
any exploratory sessions as informal as possible. A group discussion over the lunch hour would be
adequate. The faculty and staff have a great demand on their time, so this may be all the time they
can spare. Also, noon hour discussions would not require much preparation and could be scheduled
whenever there was a need (Or them. The volunteer coordinator may also want to prepare some
writ-ten materials to give to the faculty and staff at the end of the discussion. Short, informative
pamphlets would be enough to give faculty and staff members something to which they can refer.

Communications between the faculty and coordinator should not stop with organized
sessions. Faculty members may need the continued assistance of the coordinator to adjust to
working with a volunteer. An open door and a standing invitation to visit the coordinator's office
can do much to encourage communication. A reading corner with materials on working with
volunteers makes a nice ddition to the coordinator's office.

All efforts to work ith faculty and staff members on an individual and group level will go
far in building a positive attitude. If they have a positive attitude, then the program should run well.

Adjust Environment to Accommodate Needs of Older People

Campuses may need to make their physical environment supportive for older volunteers.
Changes in eyesight and hearing that accompany old age can leave an older person confused in an
environment that is easily negotiable by younger peisons. Diminished physical energy may make it
difficult for an older person to travel around the campus. Renovations to the physical plant may be
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Example 17

BIASES TO RECOGNIZE AND OVERCOME

Often, faculty and staff members have preconceived ideas on dealing with retired volunteers.
Some common biases are displayed by the faculty or staff member who

1. Takes a good samaritan attitude toward program: likes to feel she/he is giving an okier person a
chance to be involved but doesn't really take contribution seriously.

Is prone to ageism: really needs assistance and so is willing to try the program, but really feels
older people are too feeble to be of much help.

Is insensitive to problems of age: may not realize need to nurture confidence. May not respond
well to length of time tasks take or volunteers' limited mobility, e.g., tardiness.

4. Exhibits professional chauvinism: feels it is all right to have a volunteer and even accepts that
an older person can contribute, but limits duties or hours and protects because of lack of
confidence in abilities.

5. Has the "keeping busy" syndrome: feels confident in individual volunteer's abilities, but doesn't
carve Out any role for the person. Doesn't recognize the need to cultivate volunteer motivation
saes volunteer as "go for" or cheap labor.

6. Has over-expectations: really agrees with ideals of program and believes retired technicians can
contribute a lot, but wants too much too fast.

7. Has under-expectations: really agrees with ideals of program and believes retired technicians can
contribute, but doesn't know how to ask for contributions.

Makes distinction between paid and unpaid work: views motivation as a function of dollars.
Forgets own intrinsic motivation for work and doesn't consider volunteer motniation.

9. Is unconscious of need for rewards: recognizes volunteer's.intrinsic ffiotivation and willingness
to work without pay. Also believes in program and so makes good use of volunteers, but forgets
the value of a smile or a thank you p an unpaid worker.

10. Does not convey support for volunteer: is more than happy to have volunteer assistance and
has confidence in volunteer, but doesn't share the confidence with other people. Doesn't
promote volunteer to students or outside agency personnel or other staff with whom volunteer
may have contact.

11. Is inflexible: wants volunteer assistance for what she/he feels needs to be done. Does not
encourage or accept suggestions from volunteers.

12. Is unresponsive to changing needs of the volunteer: as volunteer gains confidence injob,
doesn't suggest increased hours, or new tasks, rather keeps on same job day after day.



too expensive for the college to create a truly barrier free environment for its older voluntee'rs.
However, adjustments that will make the environment more fr iendly for the older volunteer can be
made at little or no cost.

Special arrangements for parking can be made for volunteers who drive. Spaces can be
reserved for them close to the building to which they report or, if that is not possible, some form
of transportation to and from the parking area can be provided. The provision of easily read signs
identifying buildings, rooms and procedures would also facilitate things for the volunteer. If
signs cannot be installed, volunteers can be paired with younger students who can orient them to
the facility. Also, plenty of seating should be made available. Care shouid be taken to provide
chairs with arms and back, making them easy to get in and out of.

Not all volunteers will requirctspecial arrangements. 'no best approach may be to offer
assistance hut not to assume that it is needed. Volunteers will feel most comfortable when they
feel they fit into the normal routine, not when special arrangements are made for them.

Community

Continrie to Operate Promotional Campaign

Promotion should be continual. As the program develops, additional faculty members become
aware of how volunteers can serve the college and seek their services. In seeking to identify and
recruit volunteers, it is important to remember that they are attracted.by meaningful, worthwhile
positions. By keeping the program before the public in the local media, community awareness is
heightened, laying the groundwork for volunteer response.

The most effective means of recruiting volunteers is on a person-to-person basis. This provides
the opportunity to answer any questions and allay any fears. The recruiters' enthusiasm and
first hand information help effect a response. Persons particularly effective in bringing in new
volunteers are the current volunteers and their appreciative supervisors.

See the section beginning on page 65 for additional information on recruiting volunteers.
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Cincinnati Recreation Commission

PERSONAL DATA

Ms. Mr

Addr ess

Neighbor hood

Date of Birth

PROJECT ASSERT

-Retired Senior Volunteer Program

Date

Zip Code

Telephone Numbei

Tr anspoi tation

Do you have any physical limitations that would hind you in volunteering?

Person to call in C850 of emergency

Relationship Telephone Number

EDUCATION

Number of years attended school (circle one)

6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Schools Attended beyond High School Major Degree

ore than 18 years

4

EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE (Please list major work experience)

Employer
Dates of

Employment
Title of Duties
Position Performed

0-- ----------

1

... continued

Application fornrused by Cincinnati site. Note it is from the RSVP. All volunteers at
University College were processed through RSVP.
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VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

Please list previous-volunteer work for organizations other than your church or synagogue:

4' Organization

rti

. .

Dates Average hours Duties
Served . per week Performed

114

PROJECT ASSERT VOLUNTEERING -

Please number from one to five the days in the order you prefer,to vaIunteer 'for Project ASSERT:

MON TUES WED THJ.JRS FRI

Do you need reimpursement for transportation? Meals?

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

Civic Interests

Hobbies Personal Interests

Organizations (social,,religious, unions, etc.)

Additional Information

0.1

41.
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VOLUNTEER'S REPORT FORM

(Please return this form at the end of each month in the enclosed postage paid envelope.)

Name

Addrdss

Name of person(s) with whom you have worked

Date

s

Number of
Volunteer Hours

^
)

Date

Description of activity

t-

Ater-any ques ns to Clara D.tblone. CoorOnator, Project ASSERt Roorn'9209, Sinclair- ,Cortmunity Cope Ikelephone 228-272Q,
..'

4' 1: . Signature
_.

(Stnclair \Department Representitive.
' f

Monthly report form used by Sinclair Community College.
. .
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THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

ASSERTWa Mime Vicnamo* Sowsmo earl OA. Arsic Was 10I. 4 c IIIMINCINI~W.Iam Oho

ACT I VI TY TO SUPPORT THE

'STRENGTHENING OF EDUCAT ION

ITHROUGH RET I RED 'TECHNIC I ANS

BE ING A VOLUNTEER

/ As you begin your new job as a
volunteer,, you might wonder how you

4 should act, Doe,s being a vol-un.teer

requi re anything di f ferent f rom
be-ing a paid worker? The .an4wer is
.no! ,As-, a volunteer you are no less
Nportant to the col lege than a.
paid staf f eiembei . You become a
part of the team' ot peep le _ who are
al I work iieg together toward 'the

1\
. goals of "the ins t i tut ion when you
agree to serve as a volunteet,

a.

Ins h;lit is a I (st of "Do's" and
tr.n. the nnetel Project, on Mein, Ornerne.AdolmWratien

OO

1,1)6 project 411 copportecon pert:Aqui,

' t which -shou I d, help youptt,ce el woken beeelopnent
lervIces.pwAapecint Health. understand your role as la volunteer.enA

C, Sp301
Keep them in mi as you ibeg i n your

* job as theIcol
,

Three-fOld brochUre given to volunteers tb guide their experience.
-

or

14.

P.



DO

(I) Do . . .make d .commitment to d (9) Do . . .share your thoughts about (5) Don't . . .rgnore\the rules andvolunteer job and live up to it. the job situation with your policies of the institution.
supervisor. Suggest new duties feeling that because you are a(2) Do . . .arrive (w time and show or procedures. volunteer you deserve specialup on the days you are expected.

treatment.
(10) NJ . . .recognize that some

(3) Do . . -call in advance if you information you get from your (6) Don't . . .take on jobs you'are unable to be on time or will job may not be for public aren't capable of performing.be absent Prom work. consumption and resppct the
.

4! iirstitution's need for c:onfident- (7) Don't . . .assume responsibility(4) Do . . .welcome supervision. iality on SOMV mat('ers. for things and act without theAccept the guidance of eomeone
approval of your supervisor.. who is more familiar wi.th the (I)) Do . . .be open-minded 5nd try

institution and can-clarify to understand and honor the goals (8) Don't . %- .be afraid of learning
. what is expected .i0' you. and objectives of the college and refuse sugiestions or training.

and work with the staff in
(S) Do , . .honor the toles and achieving them.

. (9) Don't . . .suffer in silence ifpolicies of the institution.
you are unhappy about your jobe .. Consider yourselj another
situation. Provide cons( ructive

00
....4

.

2aff mmebei. DON'T criticism aAd try to solve the
problgm.(6) Do . . .accept challenges in (I) Don't . . Ariake a commitment if s

your work . but not unless you you don't mean it.
. feel you.can handle them.

4 (10) Don't . . .spread .'itofies about
(2) Don't . .rnake a habit of tardi- students and/or the Lnstitution,

(/') Do . . .respect. your role-in ,At ness or skipping days. talking about private matters ......,,,/institution. Work within the
in public.

0'limits of your job description, (3) Don't . . .assuTe tnat it doesn't
assume authority only after matter if you are there or not

, (II) Don't . . .be.set in your waysclearing it with your supervisor, and let people neglect to know ot and reject the college and what
your'whereabouts. Tt is without trying to under-

stand it--working ainst it
.

(4) Don't . . .feel th'reatened by rather than with it.
supervision andyeiect help
or take the attitude that you . .
know everything,

A8) Iks . .allow yourself tptgrow
, on your job. Be.open to
- suggestions or training that
will improve your work and
value to the institution.

(,., .

74 Brochure tor voluntee ontinUed. ,,,
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Community

1 Continuo promotional
campaign

Program
, Component

RECRUIT

AND

PLACE

VOLUNTEERS

(

I

Institution

1. Follow-up faculty and staff
regarding volunteei jobs .

2. Screen and select volunteers
3. Place volunteers
4 . ptient volunwers
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RECRUIT AND PLACE VOLUNTEEIS

011
Recruiting and placing volunteers is a continuing function of any volunteer program. Once the

institution begins A promotional campaign, it is recruiting iolunteers: And, Ace it begins recruiting
voluntetirs, It will be faced with placing them.

Recruitment and placement will not occur at the same leVel throughout the program. Certain
times of the year may be more fruitful than others. Winter seems to be a poor time to recruit. The
harsh weather tends to keep older people at home. "Cabin fever" may get a few volunteers out,
so recruitment efforts should not be discontinued. The sthool year also has some peak periods and
some slow periods that will affect recruitment and placements. Vacation times will be slow times,
whereas the beginning of each term, quarter, or semester is a very good time.

Institution
4

Follow up Faculty and Staff Regarding Volunteer Jobs

Thc discussion on (level op I ruj vollinteer jobs emphasized the need for follow-up when working
with faculty and staff. It is mentioned again here because it is so important. The volunteer coordi-
nator should never just assume that faculty and staff members who submitted a job description
will follow through with the process of obtaining volunteer assistance on their own. The coordinator
should maintain constant contact with faculty members to keep them inforMed of the progress
towards finding a volunteer for their needs as well as tocheck the status of the volunteer position.
The contacts should help m tain staff enthusiasm 'for the program. Checking on the status of a
job will alsoeliminate the emba sing situation in which a volunteer is placed in a job that no
longer available.

Screen and Select Volunteers

Screening is essential to a volunteer program and ils. cessary fdr determining which volunteers
are suitable for the program and what assignments suiethem best. lt.may seem awkward to screen
people who are kind enough to donate their skills,to the college. The feeling may be that anyone
whd volunteers should be given something. And, it may be espetially tempting to dispense with
screening when the volunteers seem to be few and far between and the program needs bodies tb\
justify its existence.

All potential volunteers should be screened, however. The students need to be protected from
volunteers whose intentions may be noble, but who are not equipped to handle the job. Also, the
quality of the volunteers can affect the reputation of the institution just as much as the quality
of its paid staff. The support of the staff meMbers who work with.the volunteers must also be
considered. They need people Who can help and supplement their efforts, noteones who will work
at cross-purposes. Screening also protects the volunteers themselves. If they do not have the
requisite skills for a job, a potentially happy, gratifying experience could turn out to be a frustrat .
ing and demoralizing one.

. In screening volunteers, the college's primary interest should be in what they can do, what
they will do, and how their personal characteristics or idiosyncrasies will affect performance on the
job. "Can do" qualities are such things as abilities, knowledge, skills, education, communication
qkills, hobbies, interests, work experience, and volunteer experience. "Will do" qualities may be
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commitment to volunteer work, initiative, motivation, adaptability to the work situation, respect
for confidentiality, ability to follow directives from others, reliability, and flexibility. Personal
qualities to look forare emotional maturity, mental alertness, good appearance, and patience and'
friendliness in relating to people:

V

The most common technique for screening is the use of an application form in combination
with an interview. The application form can be used to elicit information about the person's "can
do" qualities. (Samples of the application forms designed for use at the test sites can be found in
the Resodrce Materials for the previous section.) An interview can help establish some sense of the
person's "will do" qualities as well as give the interviewer a chance to rate the person's personal
qualities. The interview also provides a forum for exchanging any last bits of information. The
coordinator may want to take the opportunity to explain. tim goals of the program and of the
institution and to review the available positions. Tim interview also gives the applicants ah oppor
tunity to ask the'coordinator questions and clarify any misconceptions.

It should be clear by now that screening is an important process. It is easy enough to identify
the qualities believed essential to satisfactory performance of a job. It is yet another thing to elicit
that information from someone. The application is fair ly straightforward and should pose little
or no problem. It can be given to a person at any time. If the coordinator is not present when the
person completes it, arrangements should be made for returning it. An interview should be
scheduled if there is a job available at that time. If not, a stamped, addressed envelope for returning
the application should be provided.

Interviews require a little more skill. TwoAjualities are essential: the ability to ask appropriate
questions and the ability to listen. In conductiq' an inXrview, it is necessary to create a feeling of
nnitual confidence, a friendly relationship. As the interview progressesathe primary objective is
not to eliminate a person, but to eliminate assignments for that person. It will no doubt be -
necessary to weed ol) t some undesirable candidates, but the goal really is to find a suitable place-
ment for the applicant. There is no need to be "hard nosed" or tough. What is needed is information
and the best way to get it is to esta.blish a good relationship with the potential volunteer. Example
18 contains some advice for conducting interviews.

Two people will be involved in screening prospective volunteers the volunteer coordinator
and the staff member who submitted a job description. The volunteer coordinator will make the
first contact. Screening the volunteer primarily for "can do" qualities through the application and
an informal interview, the coordinator can match the volunteer to a position or eliminate the appli-
cant from the program..As SOW) as a position has been identified, the staff member who submitted
the position should be given an opportunity to interview the applicant. The volunteer coordinator
can arrange for a meeting. It should not be left to the faculty member. Too often, other duties get
in the way of completing the process for securing a volunteer bnd the volunteer is` left dangling.
The coordinator will have to bring the staff member and vsflunteer together for an interview.

final worcl on whether the volunteer is acceptable or not must come from the staff
member who will supervise the volunteer. Any other arrangement may result in an improper
placement. It is essential, that there be total acceptance on the part of the staff member, super-
visor, or both if a productive relationship is to develop.
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Example 18

TIPS FOR INTERVIEWING

Listen. he alert, and concenti ate on what the applicant is sayin

Build On what the Intel viewees say, follow thou tiain of thought, and ask questions in some son tof logical oi del .

Ask in& oct questions iethet than dilec.t questions. These will elicit mole infolmation than direct
questips that require only yes ot no responses. Compete, fot example, "Did you enjoy youi last
job)" with "What did you like most about yout last job?"

Obtaintstanstical data horn the volunteer application; save the intui view tot mote petsonal deo.

Don't piesstine the Intel viewees; give them time to answer the question posed.

Don't interrupt thir answer an ultras/1mm? is giving to intetiect opinions re to ask another question.

Avoid making snap judgments. A person's diess may not be pleasing, but it should not be the basis
tot a decision. Listen to what the itelsoli has to say before making decisions.

I.

Treat applicants wet mly. Put them at ease by offeting coffee, etc.

Don't let the interview (hag; a half-hour is long enough to get the information needed. Make sole,however, that the interview is not tushed. Applicants should feel at ease and not like they ate
taking up valuable time needlessly.

Make sure information is provided as well as solicited (fining the inteiview. Explain the program
and positions to the applicant.

Be honest with the volunteers. If they cannot be placed, they should be told. If the voluntems
can be placed, be specific about futute contact.

Find out about the volunteers' interest in the program. Why did they apply? This will help in
placing the person.

Place Volunteers

Placement is a product of the screening process. Volunteers are tentatively placed after their
first contact with the volunteer coordinator. At this time, volunteers express an interest in any
number of positions and are matched to positions aCcording to information gleaned from their
application form and preliminary interview.,Final placement, of course, does not occur until
volunteers have met with their potential supervisors and are found to be acceptable by those
persons and vice versa.

Placement involves, quite simply, matching the skills, interests and personal characteristics of
the volunteer with the requirements for a specific job. In attempting to.match a person with a job,
the volunteer coordinator should keep several things in mind. Volunteers need time to get "hooked"
on the program. Initially, they may seem hesitant about making much of a time commitment. This
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is not an unusual pattern of behavior for volunteers. They are not sure if they'll like the
experience yr may not he sure how welcome they are. Generally speaking, the volunteers increase
thee hours," they get used to the program and their position.

Something to avoid is underplacing volunteers. This might Imppen when volunteers are over
qualified for their assignments or too many people are assigned to a job that requires only a few
people. Given the tenderwy,of volunteers to be somewhat guarded in their interest and commit
ment when they first join the pwgram, it is easy to underplace them. The coordinator should be
aware of p('ople's tendency to undersell themselves and should urge them into more challenging
lobs f that is not possible, an elfort should be made later to upgrade the volunteer's jot), once tile
volunteer feels inure comfortable with the environment.

Ihe volunteer coordinator should not make a placyment and then forget about the volunteer.
ach volunteer placement should be reviewed periodically to see if it is working ota t. as expected.

Volunteers can change positions or positions can be modified to provide the volunteer with a mor
in ter es t mg tsXlier

1 viler low(' at the demonstration sites has showo,that recruitment, jot) development, and
iilacement of ten iwciin simultaneously and involvesintense one to one contacts. It requires quite a
balalwrIlq at'. I to keep people interested while trying to make all the arrangements for a placement.
Once people are approached, be they staff members or prospective volunteers, the coordinator
!Mist contemally stay in touch with them to maintain their interest and enthusiasm. Placement is
a vi'ly slow process. There arc many intervening factors such as getting paperwork done, arranging
appointinents, ,111( stahlishing communication between volunteers and staff members, which can
make it a hustrati .1 pr ocess. In order to maintain interest, the volunteer coordinator must main

ir
tam close arid constant contact with everyone involved. Case histories of two volunteer placements
are provided in E xamples 19 and 20 to illustrate this point.

()Hen( Volunteers

A i ) r ev loos section advocated the need for orientation and suggestions were made for the
content of materials to be used for this purpose. Once volunteers are on campus, consideration will
have to he given to how and when orientation will be conducted. Orientation may be handled
in he mally with the coordinator briefing each volunteer on entryinto the program. Or, it may be
handled ti little more, formally with planned presentations and tours, etc. A determining factor will
he the number of volunteers entering the program at any one time.

Community

Cilittmue onwtronal Campaign

<

It was suggested earlier that, when launching a promotional campaign, a variety of promo-
tional techniques should be used, After the promotional campaign has been operating for a while
and volunteeTs have been recruited, the various techniques used should be evaluated for their effec-
tiveness in attracting volunteers. Resources always seem to be scarce, so it would be wise to elimi-
nate thosepromotional techniques that are not "paying off" and emphasize those that are most
productive.
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Example 19

VOLUNTEER PLACEMENT AS RELATED TO ASSERT STAFF

V THE CINCINNATI SITE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR

CASE 1: Retired Dean of Admissions from Brandeis University
Volunteer Job: Assisting in Admissions Office conducting follow-up to suspended students.

1/16 I eceived phone call from Volunteer Action Center (VAC) inquiring if there would be an
interest in the former Dean of Admissions, Brandeis University, who is disabled and retired. .

No name or ad(lress available.

1 / 1 1alked to Dean of Adimssrons anti he expiessed great interest.

1I19 23 29 30 & 2/6
f ollow-up. I called VAC to leatn potential volunteer's name, address, phone number. No
success.

13 Meeting with Dean of Admissions and Dean of Academic Advising. Discussed as possible
volunteer placements making telephone contact with new students to welcome them and
make known to thew that counselor assistance is available if needed, making telephone
contact with transfer students (from two-year college to`tour-year college) to survey if the
student was prepared for the transfer , and organizing and running a Job Seeking Skills
WOI kshop for students. Dean expressed c&cern re: breach of confidence. Therefore, she
could not agree to volunteer working with students.

2/15 On or about this (late contacted University of Cincinnati Legal Division and requested
cia' ification for Project ASSERT volunteers interacting with students for admissions.

2/26 Saw at tide in Focus ( U C publication) describing University College plans to contact
selected suspended students as part of student recruitment program. I called Dean of
Admissions to discuss placing the volunteer. He was not available.

2121 Dean of Admissions not available.

2/29 I phone/VAC for volunteer information. Not available.

3/2 I phoned VAC and did learn name of volunteer. No addressor phone number.

3/16 Dean of Admissions agreed to consider the volunteer ii Legal Division gives their OK.

3/20 VAC gave me home address of volunteer. I had to call information from home to learn..
phone number.

3/21 I phoned volunteer, described Project ASSERT and the possible placement. He expressed
interest. I mailed letter and information packet (3/21/79).

3/26 Received clarification on legal issue. Found volunteers could act as agents for the volunteer
Coordinator and.so could be seen as having a legitimate educational interest in obtaining
knowledge about students. They felt further that the risks of legal action are so minimal as
to be outweighed by the potential benefits to.be gained by the program.
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3, 26 Meeting with the Dean of Academic Advising to bring hm up to date on clalification.
We discusued volunteer tole and iesponsibilities to her satisfaction and she agreed to have
volunteer! seive with Admissions.

4/2 I had meeting with Dean of Admissions and airanged foi him to call volunteei.

4 '5 I followed Op and krained Dean of Admissions and volunteer! are discussing procedure they
Mil follow foi volunteeri to call suspended students selected by admissions. The,pen pose is to
have student letton to pi ogramg`.

Dean of Admissions is olganizing list of studmit names and phone numbers for volwitem
to contact,

Note d in this mitline is a lunch exploiatory date between Dean of
nd volunteer! and meetings between Dean of Admissions and myself

sked to be updated, and additional phone calls made by Dean of
Adn Sims and myself to contact voluntkr.

Example 20

VOLUNTEER PLACEMENT AS RELATED TO ASSERT STAFF
BY THE CINCINNATI SITE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR

CASE 2: Retired Food Service Director from Local School District-
Volunteer Job: ConsulAing on the development of a Dietetic Technician Program

1 23 I called a member of the University of Cincinnati Gerontology Council, told her about
Pi oject ASSERT and asked if she could suggest people I could contact.

2/6 I mailed letters and information p'ackets to the four people suggested.

2;20 The retired Mt. Healthy School District Food Service Director responded to the letter.
I described the Cincinnati Technical College (CTC) Dietetic Technician Curriculum (a
program being developed for September '79) and she agreed to meet the instructors,

2'20 I called Personnel Director at CTC and told her of volunteer and her interest.

2/27 I followed up with Personnel Director.and made an appointment for 3/2 for volunteer
to meet the instructors.

I called volunteer to inform her of meeting date and hour.

3/9 Volunteel-, Placement Director, the two instructors and I met. The program and othei
outcomes were discussed and the volunteer agreed to be placed at CTC.
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MONITOR AND PROMOTE THE PROGRAM

.0

Muir initial volunteers are recruited and placed, tbe volunteer coordinator assumes, in
addition.to the otherroles, the position of program maintenance person. At first, the major
concern of the cool dinatoi is to biing people-into the program. As the program becomes more
established, it is imoor tant to maintain the program at a steady roe. Quite sirnply, volunteers
must be kept in the program once they join it, and ieplacemmts heed.to be found for those
volunteers who do choose to leave the program.

Mom torinij is the same as the other components highlighted in this.Handbook. There is really
no distinct brk in the provm dur ing which all Uther activities are put on hold sp,that monitor
ire; can take place. It is a continuous function that blends into the flow of activitiet related to the
other components. Promotional activities are not stoppN1 during this component, nor do placement
activities come to a halt. 1he program is-very fluid. Thus, while the institulion Is learning about its
program through monitoring, it is still placing and reciuiting and making immediate changes in
procedure it pm oblems (UV 1011111.

Institution

Mediate Staff Voliwtoof WorAing Relationships

The program will benefit from having a cot ps of dedicated volunteers who have a steadY'"
interest in p. rticipating in tl program. Creating-this corps will take some effort. The process starts
with the delineation of soh( volunteer positions involving meaningful work followed by an effec-
tive interviewing and screening process that insures good placements. Once volunteers are on the
job, it is essential that they feel satisfied. Satisfaction is their paycheck; without it they will quit.
It is necessary,.then,_ to pursue practices that will maintain volunteer morale while on the job.
VolunteerS Will be very dependent on the staff members with whom they wOkk, Thus, it is essential
that staf f members are able to supervise the volunteers ef fectively. The coordinator will have to
eiC t as a mediator: if dropouts or irregularity of hours signal trouble, the coordinator should take
note and try to put things right.

111/4

In order to be a mediator, 'the coordinator will have to monitor the program. While some
problems may be brought directly to the coordinator's.attention, others will be less obvious and
need to be discovered. Monitoring basically involves gathering and analyzing pertinent data on a
continuesis basis. This data can serve as atistification for making changes in the program anct also
as iniOrrntion tor the final evaluation.

.
For'the monitoring effort to be of much use, it needs to be organized. The coOrdinator must

identify indicators that reflect positive program conditions. Retention, whether or not staff and
volunteers stay in theprogram; would be an indicator. Some other indicators may be:

Volunteers fulfill prearranged time commitments

Volunteers carrc, out specific tasks indicated in their job descriptions
Volunteers are regular in attendance

Volunteers increase original hours
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These are measurable indicators that are relatively easy to acqUi4e througf system of good
records. A periodic review of the words will give the coordinator some indic ion of how things
are going

A
Other program conditions may not be coptured on records and may require a regular schedule

.of meetings with the progran) participants. Such meetings may be used to probe satisfaction with
various facets of the program. Are volunteers and staff comfortable with their placements? Do theyr
feel happy with the amount of work they have to do? Are staff members satisfied with the work
the voluntwrs are doing? Informal discussions that attempt to discover this kind of inforEatiori -
can provide more subjective information, which can be used to target problems. An accurrialation..
of this informatiem, along with the quantitative information can be very valuable when it i§ tithe' to
evaluate the program.

Maintain Morale

'

There are tyVasets of pepple whose morale is essential to the program: the volunteers and the
staff Supervisors. If vokinteer morale is loW, there will mer'y prkthably be a very low rate of retention y
and ttie program will find itself losing-volunteers. If staff morale is low, there will probably be very
few staff members willfrig tO work with a volunteer and the progrm will find jtself with few, if
any, position's.

10,

ev-

An essential method for maintaining goocknOrale is rec nition. Both staff and volunteers
should be recognized for their bffarts. Recognition may be tfioughtof as ap extrirOc reward. It
signifies satisfaction with 'a person's performance. Volunteerk receive recognition in lieu of monetary
payment for what they do. Although staff are remunerated .f their services, their work with
volunteers is usually an added item to their,job description tha is not reflected in their pay. Both
volunteers and staff may have intrinsic motivatiOnS tor doing their jobs. For, the volunteerit may
be a desire to help people. For the staff it may be tile desire to do more with their time. However,.both will benefit from some form of. recognition.

.
There pre many different forms 9f recognition. They range from very informal to formal. A

smile, a nod, or a Ithank you" are alllorms of recognition that shOuld be iocorporated into daily
interactions between progom participants. More formal forts of recognition may be an award
dinner, publicity, or a fetter of thanks. Exarriple 21 displays many forms of recognition-that, could"
be used in the institution. r

Care must be taken when awariding ;-ecoOifiOnriMto/iitstan,apinst Volunteers. A volunteer
position.is successful because both volunteer and staff member have contributed to it. The team-
work requir ake a Volunteer job successful rrivt ernpbagied by rewardingall.people ,

involVed.

'

4.
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have a volunteer program suggestion box

reimimrse assignment related eXpenses

onduct community-wide, cooperative,
interagency reipgnition events

have a'nicnic

allow free em.ollment in courses at college

allow.free access to campus facilities

ask fo'r a report

give service snipes

mainlain a coffee

plan annual ceremonial oc casions

recognize personal needs and problems

accommodate perional needs and pkoblemr

be pleasant ruse in an emergency situation

sost Honor Rql1

keep challenging volunteers

say "Good Morning"

greet byname
-

provide good pre-sekvice training

hplp develop self-confidence

take time to explain fully

be verbal

motivate agency,VlPs to converse with tharn

khold ap sessions

give ditional respOnsibility
e

affoi.rt4cipation in team planning

enable to groi on the job

color code n gs to indicate particulaP
Achievements ours, years)

0

1J

enable to grow out-ef the' job

istnignewsworthy information to
th media

honor volunteers preferences

0*

et

create pleasant surroundings

enlist to train other volunteers

have a public reception

take time to talk

make tilorough prearrangements

"'

persuade personnel to-equate volunteer
experience with work experience

offer advocacy roles

utilize as MInsultants

write volunteers thank-you notes
.

invite participation in policy formulation

celebrate, outstanding projecthand

tiachiev

i
pts

nomina or voluntlher.awardii
praise volunteers to their friends .

provide useful toolsin good working
condition

say "Good
14

planstaft and v

renfbillbartect space for public laudation
.

provide opportwity for conferences
' and Iva ion

p*pccasio id extravaganzas

utilize purgIased newspaper space%

r social event%

, promote a "Volunteer of the Month'I-

* program.

promote a "VolunteerWeek (Month)" ,

plan a Recognition Edition of the.
school newsletter

a

,
Care must be taken when. awarding recognition not to pit staff against voluntee

ppsition is successful because bothvolunteer and%staffmember have contri
r work required to make a volunteer job successful must be emphasiz

involved,
.
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Commlnkty
.,

Continue,Promoticzael Campaign .

. . . ,"..! ,

As was indica teq previoil
j.

ythe cOordinatur.must continue nfior ts in t ety whil,e
.

'moni,t0ing the Program. The promotional materialpmay be altered somewhat w tile information
'gathered while monitorinvindivicluhl -volunteers or staftimernhers mpy be featured. The-number
od active.voluireept may be highlighted Or the fee.lings of satisfactron associated *oh ttie-4prOgram., .. N .

.may be duiscssed .
,

1,
1. #.

See page 41 t the, *Generlite Awareness',' seation for additiovalinformation on-recruiting
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er,

.

EVALUATE Alp RENEW

.,.

Evaluation andtenewal is the final component of the volunteer prog ram, the;point at which
accomplishments are rev,iewed and the.program is renewed. This component is best described as a
.continuatiOn .ettort. B,osicallyo the college Will be sorting btrt.succesies and failures and identifying

.;:new directions. for .the. program. 13i, the end of this phase a plan should be developed.f9 ale next
Year of effort and tunding should be in hand or potential sources should btf tapped. .

ii

C A
Ev luation and renewal.is not a terminalphase. Most of the activities inyolved will have be

going o4 throughoUtthe iprogram year. What s defined as theiinal component is merely a pause,
, a chance tb bring together all the thits and pieces of informagon that have been generated in Order

to evaluate the program..
;

Twd things are accomplished with evalua on: the establieliment of theatue qreficyof
the volunteer program and a needs asSessment fOr t4 next year. Thus the college cn determine
how the institution and the people involved in the-program, were affected by it and ow the

' procedures developed for-operating the program Worlied. Withcal,1 of this informati , it can. be
.decided whether oL,,not the program is worth continuing, add if it is,.how it needs o be modified
to impact upon more needs or operate more smoothly or *efficiently.

Y .

- t rriight beasked, why evaluate?- If tke prograni,isbeing moriftored and it seems that tSings
.

are going well, why go throds)ti ail elaborate time-consuming evalunon?. One answer is that, most
of the' time, evaluation is required by thi.pibgratti, sponsot. The sponsor wanis'iO make sure the
college is doing what .it set 'out 'to do. A smoothly Operating program may not be acdomplishing its
goals and objectiies. EvaluatiOn-is partiFlatly critical( for a program that is operating on temOopary
funds. Evaluation data can provide (nformation,to justify theWbgramigcOntinued existenc.e.

.

Thrreire other reasons for performing an ekrituation. Any program, good or bed, will ilave
coMponents that4ork reellY well and those that do not work Well atilt!: Through evaluation it is
6osOke talsOlate arid-preserve the good comOonents while eliminating or improving the bad. Thus,
it wit$arlici'make a good program better to take the time to see:how all-the pieces are functioning

,

together and 'Working towards the goals and objectives.

,One other reason for doing an evaluation is th.: value -it has for morale. ,Lust going through the
Motions-of it, wordless of the reiults, shows the pede irivC4wacuhabt the college is interested in
the program ana cares about how it is"doing.

.. .,.
.

- Instituiional

,' Plan the Etibluaticin . 4",
..-.

. , (, . ,
' Although evalUation is discuss d in this final section of this Handbook, planning for evaluation

should be dime at the outset of the program. It will be necessary at that time to establish who will
condtkt the evaluation, hbw much time will be devoted to conducting it, and how much it will cost.

. N

Having a person who has rib connection with the program conduct the evaluation may produce
more objective results. It may be difficult for the coordinator to be objective about the program.

- An outside evaluation may be an additional cost for the program unless, of course, someone with
eXpertise in evalUation is available from the instituti.h.
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c.Eltb .111101111t of (UM ost oevoted to an evaluation will depend on. how elaborate it is.
cntlege should think carefully about what information it needs and for what purpose the

information is to be used.'

, I volu at 1011 4:NI the ASSF fi T demonstration was fairly long and involved because of its status
,K d t t'St All eldf)01 ate twaluation can cost quite a hit and requires the involvement of a great manY

;people. I here e; the danger of "tui ning_people ofj" by what they feel is too much i.nraluation
-1 lowever, the college shekuld not underestimate twople's'tvillingness to respond to questions about

IIW:rvoip,arn, E )(ample 22 demonstrates.

1(lec)ti f 4),Lta Aleo leo" to L valuate Program
.

4 t I t* i O'llt!ti of stePs to go through J fl condUC Ong an evaluation. First, the evaluatiownust
he to'rmrd: F Sel11 ally, tfii! qoatrs 10 determine whether the Orvgram-atconiplished something.t .

F ociising involves setting (names or standards for per formance against which the program will be
ineasurett F.oi, the most part, the Outcomes or standards will be contained in the goals and (AOC
rives Wilt t,11.11 diri2rirg the planning phase, so this will already be Hone by the time the evaluation is
begun -..

7the 13t t step is to establ'isb triteria for measurement. Again, some criteria may already be
spelled out in tlw goals or orrjeCtives. There might be goals for the desired nuMber- of recruits or
inrreard lilacernents.:powever, the measure should not be limited to quantitative or numerical
inner la. 1 LIAII d SflOVIlt seeMs to have more inclination to study or exudes more confidence on the
lob are both valid measuies for the impact of volunteers. Not all the benefits of a volunteer program
arv in the foon,of -tangibliyevidenc: So, it will be necessary to identify some more subjective
or iithiht,itivo tIlt`dSUr!; that can be used-.

IVVyr, Data Collect/on Instruments

Once the college has establislrd what it will evaluate, and .hag identified the-criteria for-
1110,1%111111g It, It will need to deterMine ho'w it will measure it. Instruments for gathering the appro

,pi late data need to be developed. There are many different kkids of instruments. A common one
is a questionnaire used,to survey manyapple's opiniens. Another one is a structured interview.

Instruments should be devised so that all of the individuals impacted by the program are
taken eV account. Thus, the college might want to poll the administration, staff, volunteers, and
students and should develop appropriate instruments for each.

Informal medhods of evaluation such as observation,and discussion should .not tle.omitted
omthe assessment,process. Wkile these are less rigorous techniques, they can provide a context

II in which to analyze information frOm more formal instruments.

It may hot be necessary for.lhe college to develop an evaluation system on its own. A much,
sinppler app*oach is to locate instruments that were used in similar efforts and use them for the
college priAlion. The evahretion system developed for the Project ASSERT demonstration is
c0ntai6ed in the Resource Materials. Qther institutions might review it and see if it can be used ih
their ping(am.
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Example 22

VOLUNTEER REACTION TO PROGRAM EVALUATION

I het e was some hat that the pat ticipants in Pt oject ASSERT would teact negatively to the battet y of
questions that had been designed to poll thee to the 151 ow am. The evaluation was designed to
quety volunteets. faculty, and %tridents Of greatest conceln was the reactioli of the voluntems. Oldie
people wens to be ()Vet sot veyed.and it was felt they would react to this as yet anothet questionnaite.
Allele was also some conceln because the vohmteers welt? to teceive the most intensive questioning,

thi ()ugh .two pet 5011411 in tot views.
4

Pr oject stall wet e pleasantly ste iwd. They I olloWed the interview plan, in spite of thee feats, and
found the volunteers vet y willing to pat tiopate. Speculation was that the voluntems felt Sonw attach .
merit to the volunteer ('001 (1Init(I and so wete willing to cOopelate with the evaluation fru a ft lend.
Ako, it was pet (-Hived they enjoy td the attention the pi ogt am evaluation Nought them. They enjoyed
talking about theli -lob." le sons t ways, the inteiviews teplaced the shop talk they had missed out on
since tent einem

Conduct Evaluation

VVith the data collection techniques established and instruments designed, the institution is
ready to conduct the evaluation. The process is, of course, predetermined by the methods chosen
for collecting the data. That is, when the interviews will have to be scheduled or surveys distributed
will have been already decided by this tiftfe.

Conducting the valuation, for the most part, involves managing the process. It isimportant
to keep things moving and it can take quitea bit of effort to do that. People often neglect to
return surveys. Notes should be made of who received survey instruments and which have been
returned. Delinquent surveys may have td be tracked down and participants encouraged to return
them. 1.1 interviews are used, someone will have to schedule them and, more importantly, make
sure that people appear for their interviews.

ManNing the evaluation will take some human relations'skills. e people have wipe:.
cOnvinced Athe utility of the evaluation and induced ,to coopJrate. The porson managi9
evaluation -shotlIci, be aware of this reluctance arid try to approach it with as much understAnding
as possible. Participation in the evaluation should not be presented as a requirementwather, Aixtl
chance to v9ice opinions and effect change in the progratn. Participants should be made to teel that
their inptit is valuable and is not just another number an a tally sheet.

Analyze Data .

Once collkted, the information ftom the evatuation rpust be analyzed. It is helpful to refer to
the evaluation goals when proceeding with the data analysis. This helps to organize the information

Qbtained. Goals can help to group questions to illustrate a particular'area of interest, for example.

An analysis tif the information collected during the evaluation may indicate'the need to changeI- parts of the program. As Ex..mple 23 illustrates, the program may be largely 'successful, butminor
changes could still bernade.

g
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HOIWIN Fifinling ot t(wate New Fields

valoation data can be very valuable when it comes to fundio9 the volunteer fit Ow Jim. 1 he
sucess it 'may illustrate can establish the value of the initial effort and jotify any future activities.
Depending On the soutce of funding for the program, it may or may not be.necessary.to submit
pei iodic requests tor monies to operate the program.

An easy, attention getting device that can be used when selling the program is to take the
numbet of vollIfiteer hours logged and inultiply this by the minimum wage..This produces all.
imptessive dollar figure that represents savings to the college. Example 24 illustrates this point.

nt, (Phil In I VOVVVIng 01 locating new funding should be security for the program. The itical
is hit It to become a pat t of the operating fund for thetullege. However, when this is not feasible,
it is necessary to look elsewhere for funding.

Community

Assess Ptomotromil dod Rec7oitment Activities

Although the assessment of thie promotional and recruitment outreach into the community
will not he as formal as the evaluation within the college, it is important to assess the effectiveness
ot this community activity. Each vehicle for promotion and recruitment and the variousomedia
psed should be analyzed irtterms of the time and f)unds expended and the results achieved. Those
activities that dui not createsufficient communitc awareness or prothice volunteers should be
looked at to see how they could be made more effective. Where expenditure of time and funds is i

wartanted, those activities should be discontinued and the resources put on more effective
measures. 1 he activities thlt result in generating the most volunteers warrant continued support.
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Example 23

SOME EVALUATION RESULTS

r valuation dt the sites showed satisfaction with the program across the board, It became apparent that
without this satisfaction the program wollid not have lasted long enough to evaluate it. Implicit in
volunteering is the e.omplete freedom to choose the forms of work. Thus, if the experience was not
satisfying, the volunteers would not have stayed. Faculty and staff participants found a source of
assistance they hall never before had. All tel it was positive. Had it not been helpful, they could have
withdi awn hom the program,

Even in this situation where all par ties were generally satisfied, the evaluation found some room for
impi ovement Some faculty members felt ill prepared for working with volunteers in that they didn't
know how to get the most out of the experience. And, there were some rough edges in the placement
pi ocess that were In ought out in the evaluation.

Example 24

VOLUNTEERS' HOURS = bOiLARS

A professor at 6)iversity College had the services of 20 volunteers for a two-day period. As a group
the volunteers gasmore thar4 200 hours, which saved the university an estimated $1,000.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS:

EVALUATE AND RENEW
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GOALS OF EVALUATION

FOR PROJECT ASSERT

1. Evaluate Itie volunteers' satisfaction with the program. Satisfaction relates to motives for
volunteering and the degree to which the program matches those motives.

2. Discover the specific characteristics of the program that are related to volunteer satisfaction.
For example, it may be found that the degree of autonomy given the volunteer is the best
satisfaction.

3. Examine exPectations of the volunteer and discover their relationship to changes in satis-
faction. A reasonable prediction would be that satisfaction with the program will be low if
psychological needs and/or expectations are not met.

4. Assess the effects of the prpgram on the institution. This would include determining.the
level of performance of the volunteer, evaluating student reaction toihe volunteers, and
probing faculty attitudes towers' the program. As a specific,example, it would be useful to
determine the faculty's assessment of which specific activities are best fulfilled by volunteers.

t
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PROCESS OF. EVALUATION

Four measurement devices are proposed to meet the goals of this evaluation.

Volunteer questionnaire. This will be a paper and pencil, sel Vadministered questionnaire,
with most items having structured, quantifiable-responses: The majority of the questionnaire
will he composed of carefully constructed and validated standard instruments, although pew
items will be written as needed. There will also be a few free-response items to insureihat
all perceptihns and attitudes can be expressed. The questionnaire will be9iven to all volun-
teers and will require 30-60 minutes to complete. The questionnaire will be completed,twice
by all volunteers, once approximately one to two weeks after the volunteer begins and again'at the end of the quarter. Two waves of data will allow for the following analyses: a) an
assessment of the needs, expectations, and motives for joining before they are changed bYthe Program; b) an assessment of the effects,ot the program on psychological -well-being by
calculating changes imsatisfaction, self-esteem, and attitudes toward aging; c) evaluation of
the differences between those who stay and leave the program, in terms of the response to
the first questionnaire (e:g., do those who leaVe early receive less feedback from the faculty
on their performance?), and d) analysis of the changes in perceiveili characteristics of the
program (e.g., is a greater variety otsk ills used over time?):

Volunteer interview. This will be an open-ended interview,.with standard questions and
probes, and free responSes. It will be given to a small sample of volunteers at the very start
and the end of the qdarter.,The primary purposes include: a) to pick up any attitudes,
perceptions, or benefits not adequately captured by the more structured questionnairef,..
h) to elicit suggestions aboutaltering the Program; and c) to provide exampleT or case
studies, illustrating the effects found in tile/questionnaire.

#3.1' Sponsor questionnaire. This will be a self-administered questionnaire, with most items having
structured qspgrises. It will be given at ihe end Of the quarter. Some of the questionnairewill parallel 'the volunteet questionnaire (e.g., a self-description of faculty behavior to compare .wCth volunteer perceptions of faculty behavior) antcl some of it Will be different evalu-
ation of performance of the volunteer). The purpolts of this questionnaire include:
a) performancetevaluation; b) perceived changes in the well-being of the volunteer; c) self-
report of faculty bellavior; d) assessment of the strengthS, weakness, and possible chan9es in
the program; and e) intention to continue to participate in the program. 0-

4. Student questionnaire. This will be a relatively shprt questionnaire .120-25 items, about
10 minutesi. The principle goals will be to evaluate the perfdrmance of the volunteer, the.
perceived reaction of the faculty to the volunteer, the actual and potential usefulness 01 the
program, and suggestions for change. The number of students selected to particiPate w1
depend upon the length of the instrument, the number of classes having voluntebrs; and the
size of the classes.

The following,pages contain the instruments that were used in conducting the evaluation for
Project ASSERT.
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Volunteer Interview

The following comments are intended to help guide.yOu in inletviewing a volunteer who has
just joined Project ASSERT..

1. The interviewer shoUld be wan as aneutral party. This means that the interviewer
should not be someone who is seen as being in authority in the work setting. Further,
this means that you should play down your relationship to ASSERT. Identify yourself
through your primary affiliation (National Center for Research in Vocational Education,
RSVP, others).

State that you Want to find out about the person's percePtion of the program.

.2. This neutral tone should guide your conduct throughout the interview. For exanlble,
if criticisms of the project are offered, do not defend the project or try to counter the
criticism. On the other hand, do not overly reinforce the criticism, by citing further
examples of problems, for instancather, accept the comments as valid feelings on the
part of the former voltinteer, probRightil you understand the person's perceptions and .

feelings, and move'on.

3. A primary goal must be to protect the dignity and self-esteem.of the Volunteer. For
example, don't challenge an explanation- -rather accept the explanation, but probe for
more information.

at,

4. Begin with non-threatening questions to establish a relatimahip and get the person.
talkingeven &some of that information is already.known.

Expect and allow for explanations and attributions which serve to protect the self-imeg-g.
of the person. Accept those explanations (with a rfd, a positive word or two, or even
a supportive comment), but then gently probe for óther reasons or inforMation.

6. Try not to spend too much time writing down responses. JOt down major points and
reconstruct other points immediately after the intecview. You want the person to feel
at ease. Eye contact is essential. Too much, writing may make theinterview too formal,
but too little writing will make the person feel the information is not important.

fAs
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Na Me of volunteer

Position and school

Introduce yourself.

Volunteer Interview

State,purpose of the inteiview to find out how volunteers re the project and their role in it.

General background information:

(Use application' foim to guide you.) Talk about what they did before they retired. (Just try to get
the person "warmed up" and talking.)



4

Have you been Involved In volunteer,programa before? yes no

(If yea:) Tell me about your experlencei before Project ASSERT.

108
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Is How did you first hoir etzut Project MSE RP

109
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. Why did you volunteer? (Probe for as many reasons as the Person will give for example,
what else did yoU expect to gain from the experience?)

110
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Are you satisfied with.how the program is operating so far?

4

Is your position turriing out as you expected it Would? (Activities, supervision, time
commitment ... Get them to describe positive as well as negative expectations.)

.4 I



rrl

With what parts of the program ere you most satisfied?

I.

With what parts of the program are you least satisfied?

1.12
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THE NATIONAL CENTER

:FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
The Ohio $tele Utuveisily .1960 ItennsRosil Columbus. Ohio 43210
Tel 16141 486 3655 Cable CTVOCEDOSU/Columbus, Ohio

Dear Volunteer:

sP

We are asking you to take few minutes to complete this questionhaire. As you probably know,
Project ASSE Ell- is a pilot project the first of its kind. One of our goals is to Oaluate the
usefulness of the project for you, for the students, and for the school. You can help us to reach
that goal by completing this questionnaire. Also, the information you give us may help to change
airs program and make it better.

Your answers to this survey are confidential. No students or faculty will,see'your quesAnnaire.
Only the members of our research staff will see how you answered these questiotis.

Participation is voluntary: IT you -do not want to answer any of these questions, you certainly do
nothave to.

Finally, there are no right or wrong answers to this survN. We simply want to find out how you
feel about the program.

Thank you for your help.

Project ASSERT Research Staff
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Survey for Volunteers

Project ASSERT

\
e National Center for Research,

in Vocational Education
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111 Instructions

Some of the following questions simplyask you to tell us, in your own wo7ds, how you feel
about certain things related to Project ASSERT. On these items, say as much or as little as you
likebut remeinbee that the more you can tell us, the better we will understand your feelings and
your situation. 4

Other questions ask yob to check one qf several answers that most closely fits your feelings.
For example, 'ope section asks how ,satisfied you'are withvarious parts of the program. It is set bp
as follows. .

How"satisfied are you with ...

the chance to do different things?

the way my supervisor hal-Idles people?

t g
>u 0 3

a

.

'12 ':. i
A c. d

.ga

..

-

-
X ...

v

X
.

S.

In this example, the person filling out these two items is satisfied with the chanCe to do
different things and is dissatisfied with*the way the supervisor handles people.

k
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Please rate each of the following reasons for jointng this program as they apply to you
by placing an X in the appropriate box'.

enjoined ASSE RT:

to avoid being lonely

ta be productive

to get out of the house

to stay active in my work

to help Otherst,

to nret new people

to be with younger people

to learn new things

to.have fun

to use my skills

to repay others for what I've
gotten in life

to please my family

to please my frienids

'to help in finding a paying job

to feel respected

to have something to do

118

Appliesito me

Very
much

Some-
what

A
Little

DDesn't
,aPply
to me
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Based ori your brief contact with the program, how satisfied are you with each of the
following?

1. Being able to keep busy

2. The chance to work alone

3. The chance to do different things

4. The chance to re "somebody" in
the community

5. The way my superidsor handles
people

6. The ability/of my supervisor to
make decisions

7. Being able to do things that don't
go against my conscience

8. The chance to do things for
other people

9. The chance to tell people what
to do

10. The chance to do soinething that
makes use of my abilities

11. The freedom to use my own judgment

J2. The chance to try my own methods
of doing the work '

13. The Wit(rking conditions

14. The way my co-workers get along
ith each other

e praise I get for doing a good job

16. Jhe feeling of accomplishment I get
om the work

lu
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Exit Interview Guidelines
a

,

The following comments are intended to help guide you in interviewing a volurftaer who has
left Project ASSERT.

1. The interviewer should be seen a's a neutral party. This means that the interviewer
should not be someone who is.seefi as being in authority in the work setting. Further,
this means that you should play. down your relationship' to ASSERT. Identify yourself
through your primary affiliation (National Center for Research in Vocational Education
RSVP, others).

State that you,p4ant to find out abou't theperson's perception of the program.

2. This neutral tone should guide youT eonduct throughout the interview. For extmple, if
criticisms of the project are offered, do not defend the project or try to counter the
briticism. On the other hand, clO not overly reinforce the criticism, by citing further ,

examples of problems, for instance. Rather, accept the comments vs valid feelings on the
part of the former volunteer, probe until you understand the person's perceptions and
feelings, and move cm.

3. A neutral site should be ustdthe volunteer's home is ideal.

4. The interview should be conducted at least a week after the vOlunteer leaves, but not
more than a month after.

5. A primary 'goal must be to protect the dignity and self-esteem of the volunteer. For
example, don't challenge an explanationrather accept the explanation, but probe for
more information.

6. Begin with non-threatening questions to establish a relationship and get the person
talkingeven if some of that information is already known.

7. Expect and allow.for explanations air attributions which serve to protect the self-image
of the person. Accept those explanations (with a nod, a positive word or two, or even a
supportive comment), but then gently probe for other reasons or information.

\
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Name ot former-volunteer
t4

'Former position and school

Exit Intetvlow

Introddce yourself.

State purpose-of the interviewto fipd out how the person saW the project and find out how it
could be improved.

General background information:

What did you do before you retired2 (Probe when iippropriate, to get the individual talking and
warmed up.)'

4 4N
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Have you been involved in volunteer progrwns before?

(If yes:) Tell me about your experiences before Project ASSERT.

4
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How did you first hear about Project ASSERT?

-z
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#

Why did you voluntee0 (Probe for as many reasont as the person will
what else did you expect to gain from the experience?)

:

124
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ft

What, exaetly,. did you expect to do in the position? (Probe fof complete information on
what was e)cpected: what activities Were expected, with whom did the volunteer expect to work,
v(ohat rmpact was expected, whpt rewardlwere expected, what negative factors were feared?)

125
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Ahit did the position actually iiirn out to be likel

What was not as you expected?

126



What did you eke about the program?

What didn't you like about the program?

1 .4
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Why did you leave the program?

(Instructions:

1. Probe on eech reason given until you understand that reason completely.
A. Ask for specific examples.
B. fok: "Did you anticipate this problem when.you joined?"
C. 'Ask: "What, specifically, could have been done to allevige'this`problemr
D. Ask: "Would you have stayed if this one problem was solvedr

2. After fully aiderstanding each reason, ask if there were further reasons for leaving.)

e

1
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THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH t
111VOCATIOtt

EDUCATION
Th e Otuo Moto Uni tv110 bonny Columbus. Ohio 43210
Tel (414) 444 3444 Cobbs CTVOCt0011U/Columbus. Ctno

Dear Faculty Member or Administrator:

,

Because you supervise or work closely with a volunteer from Project ASSERT, we are asking you
to take a few minutes to complete this questionnaire. As you probably know, Project ASSERT is
a pilot programthe first of its kind. 00e of our goals is to evaluate the'usefulness of the project
for you, for the volunteer, for the students, andfor the school..You can help us to reach that
goal by completing this questionnaire. Also, the information you give us may help to change this
program and make it better.

Your answers to this survey are confidential. No students or volunteers will see your questionnaire.
Only the members of our research. staff will see how you answered these questions.

Participation is voluntani. If you do not want to answer any of these questions, yOu certainly do
not have to.

Thank you for your help.

Ffroject ASSERT Research Staff
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Survey for Faculty/Supervisors

Project ASSERT

The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education



a

Please give your title arid briefly describe your position.

Briefly describe the position for the ASSERT volunteer as it was originally designed.

If the volunteer position turned out to be different than originally designed, please destribe

those differences

( ,

Any program has a number of costs and benefits, some planned and some unplanned. This
section asks you if a number of possible benefits were goali of this volunteer position,and if those
possible benefits actually occurred or not. There is also room for you to describe other goals not
included on our list.

(

Was it intended that the volunteer take over some activities, thereby all wing someone the

chance to work on more crucial things? yes no

If yes, briefly describe this 5oal.

p.

Did this actually occur? yes no

If yes, briefly describe what occurred.



I

. If no (and if this was a goal), describe what could have been done to meet this goal.

--

Was it intended that students leai specific skills from the volunteer? yes no

If yes, briefly descri

In your judgment, did the students learn spe-cific skills from the volunteer? yes no

If yes, describe what was learned.

If ,K(vand if this was a goal), describe what could have been done to meet this goal.

t
Was it intended that the students learn more about the "real World" from the volunteer?

yes no

If yes, briefly describe this goal.

In your judgment, did the students learn about the "real world" from the volunteer?

yes no

If.yes, describe what was learned.
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*If no (and if this was a goal), describe what coirld have been done to meet this goal.
.

Was it intended that the volunteer perform tasks/services that otherwise would not have been

provided? yes no

If yes, briefly describe this goal. _AM

In you r judgment, Were these tasks/seJ9es adequately performed? yes no

I .yes, briefly describe what occurred.

If no (and if this w6s a goal), describe what could have been done to meet this goal.

ler

Was it intended that the volunteer aid your program in a way not covered by the preceding

questions? Ves no

If yes, briefly describe this goal.

In your judgment, were these tasks/services adequately performed? yes no

If yes, briefly describe what occurred.
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If no (and if this was a goal), 'describe what could have been done to meet this goal.

Overall, what was the greatest benefit or benefits of having this volunteer?

136
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Any new program has difficulties that must be worked out. Please describe the problems that
arose with ASSERT and describe how they were resolved or, if they were npt resolved, how they
could be In the future.



Consider how the progrom itself has been runthat is, how you. Were intrOduced to the
program, how position descriptions for volunteers were formulated, how volunteers were recruited
and selected, and any other aspects of program administration. For 'any of these aspects of te
program with which you are familiar, please give us Voatvaluation and suggestions for chew).

fib
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Would you agree to participate in this program again? (check one)

'definitely yes

probably yes

maybe, if certain changes were Made

probably not

definitely not

If you checked "maybe," please describe the changes that would have to be made to get you

to pariicipater

If you Checked "probably not" or "definitely not," please state the reaions.

What effect did having this volunteer have on:

The individual attention given to students?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Greatly'

D'ecreas'ed
Slightly No \fi Slightly Increased

Greatly
decreased decreased effect increased , increased

Please elaborate:

The quality of educational programs?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Greatly Hurt BenefittedSlightly No Slightly Greatly
hurt hurt effect benefitted benefitted

Please elaborate:

139
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The difficulty of your job?
46

0, 1 i 3 4 lir 5 6,
Made .

Made.
Made Made

much slightly No slightly Made
more

more difficult more effect easier
easierdifficult difficult

'7

Made
much
easier

Please elabOrate:

Overall, how satisfied were you with the volunteer you supervised? or worked With?

1 2 3 4 . 5 6, 7

Very , Slightly Slightly Very
Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied

dissatisfied dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

Overall, how satisfied were you with the ASSERT project (apart from this particular
volunteer)?

1

Very
dissatisfied

2

Dissatisfied

3
SI ightly

dissatisfied

4

Neutral

140
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6
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7

Very
satisfied
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THE NATIONAL CENTER _

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
The Ohio Mote University WO Kenny Need Cohonbus. ONO 43110
Tei 01141 4111) 35 Cats CTVOC110011U/Columbus. Ohs)

Dear Student:

a

The purpose of this questionnaire is to allow students to evaluate and comment on the program
that has placed this senior volunteer in the position indicated.

Volunteer

Position

With your cooperation in completing this brief questionnaire, we can document the impact of the
volunteer and also help improve the program. Your participation is entirely voluntary and your
responses are confidential; neither the volunteer nor any -faculty or staff of this school will see your
answers to these questions.

141
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V.

Student Evaluation of Project ASSERT

Volunteer Program

The National Center for Research

in Vbcational Education
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For each statement, circle the response that most closely matches your feelings.
SA '4-strongly agree;okt_agree, N neutral or undecided, D disagree, SD strongly disagree.
In the spaces provided after each item, please explain and elaborate on your response.

Quality of Service Provided

The volunteer has been helpful to me ...

SA A D . SD

In what specific ways have you benefitted?

The volunteer dbes a good job in this Position ...

SA A N D SD

Please elaborate:

The volunteer is anxious to help ...

SA A N D SD

Please comment on the volunteer's motivation and attitude.

At,

The volunteer's knowledge of the "real world" is useful ...

SA A N D SD

Please explain, give examples.
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The vokinteer has provided a service that was not provided before

SA A ND SD

Please explain.

Characteristics of the Position

This volunteer does nbt seem to have enough to do ...

SA A , N D SD

Please explain.

The volunteer seems to have important
position ...

Please explain.

SA A

ills and abilities that are not being used in this

SD

The volunteer is given enoUgh freedom and autonomy to do the job ...

SA A N D SD

Please explain.
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i410,

The vol'unteer seems well matched to'this position

SA A N D SD
1/0

Please expltiin.

1

Relationships with Others

The volunteer's relationship with students is good ...

SA A N D SD

Please wiplain.

The volunteer's relationship with staff and faculty is gocid

SA A N D SD

Please explain.

In general, others are considerate of this volunteer's feelings ...

pA A N D SD

Please explain.



lh general, others respect this volunteer....

SA A N SD

'Please ekplain.

4

Other Effects of Program

The volunteer has convinced me that I can learn a lot from "seniors" ...

SA A N D SD

Please elaborate.

I would like to get involved in this kind of volunteer program when I reach retirement age ...

SA A N D SD

Please explain.

The volunteer seems to benefit from working in this position ...

SA A N D SD

Please explain.
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1/4

The Program in the Future

I want to continue to use the services p?ovided by this vOlunteer

SA A SD

Please explain.

"tt

AI

I pould like to see this particular volunteer remain in this poltion in the future ...\

SA A N D SD

Please explain.

I would like to see another volunteer fill this position in the future ...

SA A N D SD

\NNI1/4
Please explain.

I would like to see this volunteer in other types of positions in the future ...

SA A N D SD

Please explain; what positions would be better for this volunteer?
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4.

et. ,

,

I would like to see more volunteers involved in educational programs in general ...

SA A N DSft

Please explain.

Please offer any additional comments on this volunteer or on the volunteer program in general.
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